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By FRED GERMAIN

NEWBURGH
, <^=—^feyburgh officials and bus-

inessmen haye taken extensive
precautions to protect the city, its

' People, and ^property in the event
of riot;

The immediate danger, in the
eyes of city officials and residents,
is Saturday night when a band of
neo-Nazis will attempt to hold a
rally in or near the Newburgh
courthouse.

' Th® possible danger of racial
flareup is also recognized.
A look at the business commu-

nity:
' - *

;

vFirearrns ban

Thursday you could not buy
a gun in Newburgh. On a tour of
shops that normally sell firearms,
nothing but empty racks was seen.
The guns have been locked away.

- Along Broadway, ohside streets,
and even across the city line in
Lloyd's, there are no rifles, shot-
guns pr p i st o 1 s on display. The

. most dangerous weapons to be
i

found- are bowsyarrows,,and hunt-'
ing knives.

One shopkeeper said he exper-
ieiK^d^-^run^on^firearms-aastr
week and decided to remove .them.
Apparently^ the rest of the busi-

,

nessmen, concfe r nedjnore with
‘ Newburgh thanmging cash regis-

* s

Hers, had the same idea*; : *, -
|Those who would talk about this j

decision, and there were few, said
j

t was their choice for the safety 4
,

of the citizens and their buildings, 1
rather than a “directive” from
some official as was rumored.

' " Some business men and bars
plan to close early or not open at

,

all Saturday. Here again,*the move„
- appears Ho'be. one -of individual ini f

itiative.

As far as could be determined,
there has been no “suggestion”— one way or another — from any
official. The chamber of com-
merce has taken no' general stand.

^=M^e than one businessman saidhe
plans to remove the stos^^his

/
windows.

, j

In the official community:
City Manager Paul L, McCauley

Thursday morning was directed by
the city council “to exercise full
responsibility as the chief execu-
tive of the city mid to take aU nec-
essary measures to protect the
health, welfare, andsafety of allthe
people of the City of Newburgh.”
The council's action 'gives Mc-

Cauley a blajnk check to cope with
trouble. • *

Before giving him the right and
responsibility to take “all” neces-
sary measures, McCauley told the
council the steps he has taken “for
the protection of persons and
property in the city.

“It was unanimously agreed,”
a prepared statement on the "con-
ference reads, . . that the best
method of preventing an incident

‘

that might lead to disorder is to
call upon all citizens and organiza-
tions not tb congregate or assem-
ble or demonstrate in any portion \
of the city, and particularly the ,

courthouse area this Saturday ev-
ening.'*

It continues, “The city manager,
with the support of the mayor and ,

cauncil,?has, taken xertainmec-
'

esfiariy^prfecautions because of the
unusual situations ; developing in

. the country as well as in the State
"

- of New York.” '
- -

f As one,step, McCauley hastrav-
l oled to ’Plainfield, ,a New Jersey

community where riots took three
lives last week, on two occasions
in the last few days. '

^

These trips mesh with slogans
j

he uses when talking about Satur-
day, Sunday/ or any of the summer’
days ahead.

“Preparednesses a deterrent/'?
he says. “Plan as much as pos-
sible.” '

.
, .

~ *

He went to Plainfield the flrst<
T

time to talk to. police and city of- ?

ficials. He went, he said, to askt

;

“What effective tactics they used. >
What were their mistakes; What 1

to do and what not to do. Like ]

T)on»t use an untrained man when
a specialist.is needed.' ” ‘ /

3 tactical squads
'

McCauley says the city now has
kthree “tactical squads”;'of .these;; >

. specialists. .. Last year it had one.

.

The squads, he said, ’have un-
dergone. training for, more * than a
year. , He decided, not to go into
details; except to say similar Units
in-4 other" cities have provedjeffec--

About 30 Newburgh policemen; 1

I
“

R?
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md McCauley attended the FBI

S

*
>t control school in Goshen
esdayT'The three-hour instruc-

n was “definitely worthwhile,”

said.
v

• '

His second trip to Plainfield

s not to talk to officials, but to

gak with ordinary citizens.' He
nt to learn their views, their

sessments.

He has also spoken with offic-

ials in Newark.
One difference McCauley said

-he found between these commu-
nities and Newburgh was /the re* •

lationship between people and po-

lice.

“Neither could come close to

Newburgh' in the good relations

opr police have with the city*

s

minority^ groups,” he said. In

support of this view be cited a

recent Times Herald-record in-
'

terview with Tyrone Crabb, inter-

im chief of Newburgh's NAAGP.
Ctabb had been asked,* “In maqy

cases a riot is sparked by a rela-

tively minor incident with„police.

* How are ' relations between the
,

‘ghettoized’ Negro and the -city

'daw^forcers?” 1

He Implied, ‘“Ibis is, one of the

bright -spots. As far asi can see,

police relations havf been fairly^

good. The police department, es-

pecially -downtown, has been fair-

ly cordial, .
*

.

“The understanding is a,matter^

of the police department being

aware of the problems of the Ne-
gro, and the Negro being aware of

the position of the.police. Basi-

cally, the police are here to pro-

tect everyone regardless of race,

color or creed.”

,
Beyond police training, several

plans of action have been mapped
out for the city, McCauley said.. __

These, plans are city - wide and

have been the subject of confer-,

ences with the police.

Newburgh also has bought new
equipment to supplement its, riot

,

control stores, he said.

Plans have been made for traf-

fic' and crowd control and com-*
munications. Barricades have
been assembled and stored.

All vacations canceled

' All city departments, .* like fire,

police, and public works, have

been placed on “standby,” Me- 1

Cauley said. All leaves and vaca--

tions for the police force have

been canceled. -
.

- ; 0

.The force now stands at/.66 men,
be|-saidr'one~man over strength*.

teonferences have been held with

the! county sheriff's department
ancp state 'police, and contact made
with the.governor's office. Albany
has assured the city, he>said* the

state will, back,Newburgh “tothe
Nth degree.”

, ;

McCauley, said he plans to take

personal ^charge of the police de-

partment, Saturday and at any oth-

.

er time of crisis.
k

* How doesMcCauleyassessNew-
burgh’ s^situation^-— ^—v-- *

First, he rejects the word “ten- -

sion” as it Reflects a picture of

"

racial' strife _
about; to? come to a

boil. This is not the- situation, he

says.
' :

“I think we have a great deal of

fear in this city. The people are

afraid of what has happened inDe-'*

^ trottfN^rk, Plainfield, arid Ny-

ack.
’

'
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unifto

mh its sched- dlnanee. He closed it to W non-
!

NR?-, to go.aim^witni
court functions. .

NEWBURGH, tiled' Saturday night rally, KYCl^
GuttaaIlj. who has represented

,i T ihpr. attorney Jeremiah Gutman sai
* throughout its two year

The New YorK fvU W*- "Jy case. tne NYCLU wiU
battle io gain access to the courts

ties union wffi- fc&e^the CW
ask that the city.be punished^ior b

the- city's move.

Newburgh tocourt
c“Jty'sNew.

'

' “violating the' civil Sights, of
a stater court of Appeals-

to. reopen Orange _C y
the- NRP, Gutman said.

. rtoMsion a local Supreme|Court

burgh
_
co_urthou^to ' sutman. f*%£££?£tvor . order,4nd the First andiFour-

. effect, would only be ashed^ J0̂ tafTts ordinance-’
' to

. uphold' a decision of the Co^
syestepD the ,

' court's decision,

of Appeals. He decline
. .

.. Gutman charged, ..

the justice, who would be asked
(
i
G^ ^ e^ot Appeals

to hear the case. .
, ^ June that Orange County

Newburgh City Man^e_
' must open the courthouse to the

U McCauley,
jjg

™
p - stace It allows other poll-

violence could resul
iiv tical parties "to meet there. -

-
.

were allowed to hold the raUy^ u p" ^ Court of Appeals

' *»** 5T£ directed its-

courth°I
S
,tX "nRP

:

sihc;

ByTSTyraJSLOW

OUrgu -

^Renaissance party.
n1

;
i.a *4n

Claiming the city. will- be>
contempt ' of a high - court ruling

it ' it! bars the NRP from the

eourtlouse, the NYCLU Wed-

nesdjr announced it is drawing

"p ptpers for .
the legal action.

. The civU .liberties group will

ask' a Supreme Court Justice

enforce a State Court of Appeals

decision permitting the NRP to

use the Newburgh facility for ltd

rally.'- The case could be decided

by. Saturday, thus allowing the

dy rattier than.the'eWrJ*

is-..
-tt,* M *“l“,SreS »»-»>*
der and who ^rferes wu

guilty of contempt .
o^^

I T^hat thfordinance
under

(doubted that th
valid’ to

Which #» the'ordin*

p: is

*SF*r& mcu« i«.

ttentioat--

man
and

l

exclusively wfto

vmtVT is
' elercising a local

r
m

,f^e cS manager said.,.,

m ’
•= not even a decision for. '

‘<Thi
rt iS

?:responsibiUty. Since -

^Fli1s
a
there

P
,X must enforce

it

VlpSDite i McCauley’s cancelling

Sfe==£3 :

plans ,
to try

re-
tire courthouse. If the _

Ssed admittance, it

Sy on the lawn' 0utsWeme

TJthouse, Madole said.
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an.Street Incidents

After Start of NRP Rally

,'Negro on watches was knocked
picked up by an!

f 3 to- the g]

- 1
-

By WARD POCHE *

Smashed windows, arrests and
some looting, marked Saturday

(
evening and early Sunday in

Newburgh. ,

Some bands of Negro youths
ranged through the city smash-
ing windows, but Newburgh po-

lice with a highly efficient com-
munications system quickly

moved -to trouble scenes.

Competency of police—partic-
j

jf ularly in the area of the Orange
County Courthouse on Grand
and First Street— was praised
by observers." /

. .The rash ol window breaking
started; after - a band, of “en-
raged”* Negroes Jeft the court-]

house where* the; neo-Nazi <Na-
tional Renaissance' Party was
holding an anti-Negro, anti-Jew-

ish rally to promote its hate

.
philosophy. . % ,«

.
Newburgh City Manager

Paul L. McCauley allowed the

/ NRP use of the, courthouse on
- the basis of a court order ,su-
" perceding an,, earlier refusal

\ because the building did not
conform to the , city's fire

codes., ,
-

As Negroes began arriving at

the courthouse, to listen to the'

NRP speakers, Sheriff Horace
Netcham moved to stop a group.
/' Jeremiah Gutman, American!
Civil IJbegftgs^Union attorney

represemmg the NRP, arguedin
l favor of their admission.

|
He said he would fightjustas

hard for admission of the Ne-

groes as he had done to get the

NRP permission to use the

courthouse.

“My white skin got mp into

the building,” he said. “Why
shouldn't .these other 'people

have the same privilege?

Mr. McCauley overheard what|

was taking place, and said* the

Negroes should be.admitted*

As the NRP speakers har-

ranged Negroes a .group of

about 25 Negroes left the court-,

house. They were mixed be-

tween those .who just wanted to

leave aiid let the NRP “speak;

to the walls'' .and' those who in-

dicated they; were “enraged”

by what*was said.

A group\of a half-dozemor so,;

led the way, followed,by qthejfj

small groups until there wbre 26*

Negroes in the courtroom atthe
start of the meeting. ; /

As the rally progressed.ahS

the shouting on both sides rose

to a' crescendo, one of the.

Negro spokesmen , shouted:

‘Let's
,
get out of here and let

them speak to the four walls."

Most of the Negro audience

moved slowly toward theexit
j There were those in the group

Who urged the others to pay no
attention to* the NRP. StiU'they

congregated on the courthouse

steps ;arguing with deputies of

the Orange County Sheriff's of:

fice, who finally formed a line

blocking off the' steps. '

One of those who left argued
about his Vietnam experienced
as compared to what the NRPl
had done - there and declared!

it wasn't right i *

i
Persons who wanted to gor

back to the courthouse weref

iand assisted abound the cotoSFrom this point on, action at.the courthouse became routine'^
^owed by the first v*

*
-

reports of window shas^Y\;
' The earhest smashing renor/

ff4;%«-at.Laniran1
, ^Ieel- Police

-

, moved
Y
ed^ th® area anilW
£“ /* l¥ Pa«idy wagon but ;

.^nade no immediate arrests
jute area.

adWsed that, this was just whatfe 1 As reporters returnedA «J
the NRP wanted,

f
jcourthouse area S ^fnesS

The group- then moved from£ fa group of Negro youths about!
ie courthouse across Gran'^ N® block^wav .. 1

Street behind a rope barric

|
The NRP meeting had brok- t

?™T an
tUsm<*rs

cd the offer of police to be 1
transported out of. the area to-}

t

b“s
i
n the Police paddy }

t^

[
wagon,and another vehicle. 1

^ A ram which started, at aboutf
about an hour

;

^ »« **

f- stood behind roped.' barri- ,

ri£fSL£-£? -rintame'' areal

the courthouse across <3rahd> -f
block away smashing anofhPJ-

it behind a rope barricade Window, - 6 r
f

set up by . Newburgh police!

some started to harass police.
£

Mr. , McCauley moved inf’

among the spectators, pleading!

with them
1

to break up and gof
home so -that there wouldn't be!

any trouble., if they didn't, they

would be
1

doing' ^just whaf the)

NRP wants,” he said., < ,

; Also walking along the line
j

and urging the people to* go
‘

quietly were Councilman Law-
ence Herbst and Dr. Arnold S»

Banks, a physician who ap- * kw™,™ ‘ V ^ ajLC^l
parently knew quite a few of £.

s<
l
ei?e Pea<^ablyJ

those in the street.
'

fFj
tha NPP raliy end- f

1

Occasionally, one ^ ot theMg couS^iW P?°H
group!s leaders would appear to|Vm> _
heed the advice ;and say, *%et!s^f persons

'— ~-^n a' handful
j

break this up and go home.'
,

|bOUrthouse
But almost invariably he would f jt r a i n * j *

.

be shouted down and tf\e orowd)^hrough the even^t ^ent
S

would surge forward again. Twokpnar|ntIv i
- ,

* ^though

or
-

three "empty bottleS
.
werSp

ar™^^
thrown into the“ street . One|kree^£ r ? sons . off , the)

broke and scattered glass on th#
pavement; Another, wrapped ins

x

a .brown bag;: .did not vbreak. 1

More discussion and a group!

ibroke through 'the rope barm
(cade and /ran 'in" front of th4

Hotel, Palatine. One man was
,,

arrested for cutting the ropel*

.and causing a disturbance, i

[ . A tactical squad opNewburgh
police f o r m^^^shoulder tcf

shoulder a^whipped towarcf

[the crowd in a slant formatioii

and dispersed' it down Second
Street tqward the river._* ;

) /

J
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Inside the courthouse
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Negroes listen, walk out on NRP speakers

By BOB PAPE

NEWBURGH

A courthouse isnormallyaplace

of quiet and dignity, Not so in

the Newburgh county courthouse

grand jury room Saturday night,

A predominantly Negro crowdof

more than 100 filled the main

courtroom’s 127 gray wooden

seats and stood in, the aisles to

taunt National Renaissance Party

National Director James H, Ma-'

Jole and Regional Director Robert

J, Burros as the pair proclaimed

the motivles and beliefs of their

racist, neo-Nazi group,

Turned away

On several occasions individual

Negroes attempted to approach

the speakers’ platform but were

turned away by Orange County

sheriff’s deputies armed with riot

sticks, One Negro carried a stick

of his own and had to be forcibly

pushed away by the lawmen,

The speakers appeared well

protected as the deputies station-

ed themselves around the room,

Directly in front of the speakers’

platform stood half a dozen of

what the party leaders termed

"security echelon,” They were

men, ranging, at a guess, from 17

to 30, and dressed alike in uni-

forms of rumpled white shirts,

black trousers, and darkties, Each

had a button bearing the party’s

thunderbolt insignia pinned either

to his, tie or shirt,

Burros mounted the platform

shortly before 8, Two American

flags had been unfurled, One was

placed alongside a red, white, and

black flag of the party, which also.

bore the thunderbolt insignia,

Burros began by givingthe back-

ground of the party. It was form-

ed, he said, by Madole in 1949 in

Beacon, where Madole.lived 15

years,

Then he launched an attack on

Newburgh’s urban renewal pro-

gram.

‘Bleeding taxpayers
1

.

.The program’s administra-

i

tors were not informing the pub-

lic of their actions; he said, and at

.the same time were "bleeding the

taxpayers to death,”

. "The policies of urban renewal

,

are un-American themselves,’’ he

declared.

Burros was minutes into his

speech, He constantly fingered a

brown clipboard at which he re-

peatedly glanced,

Suddenly, one youth, a Negro,

jumped to his feet and pointed an

accusing finger at Burros,

"What about the Negro?” he

"I’ll get to that,” Burros shot

back, He then switched backtothe

subject of urban renewal,

"How many poor people have

jobs in the urban renewal admin-

istration?” he asked, 'He 'charged

that a college student presently

holds a $9,000 a year post in the

DR administration. Later lie

identified the student as Alan La-

scher, the son of ActingCity Judge

Mrs, Sadie L, Lascher,

Burros's voice started to rise

as he continued:

"The liberal politicians are the

paid political prostitutes of the

•Jewlsfcinvested interests,” hede-

clared, Suddenly he begantocam-

paign for election ofNRP members

to city office.

He said if the people wanted to

know "secrets swept under the

carpet” they should elect mem-
1

bers of the NRP,

Intermittently Burros’s com-

ments were met' with jeers,

curses, vulgarity, four-letter

words,

Some 15 minutes after'Burros

began his speech, the majority of

Negroes in the room got up to

leave.

‘Soul brothers out
1

"We want all the soul broth-

ers out,” one Negro shouted, “Let

the man talk to the walls,”

After many had left the room,

Burros said he would get more,

specific on urban renewal "now

that the delegation of racists has

left.” .

'Burros said' “all kinds of subtle

persuasions” were used against

property owners, "with the pur-

pose of getting him to relinquish'

his property ' to urban renewal,”

“That’s the story behind urban

renewal,” he said, "It’s just a

big land grab,”

Burros urged white people and

black people to form their own

community, each to have its own

identity,

After Burros repeatedly rap-

ped “the Jewishpower structure)
”

the Rev, Fred Schimmel of Wal-

den, identifying himself as a

Christian minister, asked Bur-

ros what -provision he made- for

the Jew,

“I will answer ; this men.whenl

get to that part of the speech,”

Burros said,

Burros, born to a Jewish fath-

er and given his Bar Mitzvah into

the Jewish adult religious com-

munity at Newburgh’s, Temple

Beth Jacob, spent his early years

in Newburgh and Middletown, He

was graduated from Middletown

High School,

NRP administration

He urged the white working

class and the black working class

to "take a change” and put an

NRP administration in office.

Burros charged that when Cas-

sius Clay joined the Muslims and

became known as Muhammad All,

"the Jewis who controlboxing”'

wanted to present him from fight-

ing, They saw to it, Burros said,

that the government gave the fight-

er a 1-A draft classification,

At this point, the NRP’s own

-lawyer, Jeremiah Gutman, also

seated in the audience, rose to re-

fute Burros’s statements,

"I’m what you might call a

member of the structure of which

you speak,” he said,

Gutman, a Jew, was declared

hiS; abhorence of the NRP and,

what it stands for,- but, acting as

a New York Civil Liberties Union

lawyer, obtained 'a court order

directing the city not to interfere

with the party’s rally, ' City of-

ficials attempted to ban the meet-

ing by declaring, the county court-

house unsafe,

Gutman denied that such a pow-

er ..structure of which Burros

spoke existed.

Madole mounted the platform,

after a laudatory introduction by

Burros, and promptly declaredM
was a “white racist and believed

in racism,”

One Negro stood up andtold Ma-

dole he was a veteran of the Ko-

,

rean War and had "fought for

America and believed in it,”

"I am a white racist,” Madole

replied, "and I can be proud of

that fact.”

Couldn’t speak

. Madole was not given much op-

portunity to speak. Several Ne-

groes came to the head of the cen-

ter aisle and shouted atthe direct-

or over the extended arms of the

county deputies, Madole was re-

peatedly asked what he- and his

party stood for, Madole had to

reiterate his racist position; and

urged the separation of commu-

nities,

One man, alight-skinnedNegro,

bluntly told Madole he was a Ne-

gro and asked him if he thought he,

Madole, was the better of the two,

Madole said, based on the back-

ground of the two races, that he

was,

"My race has built a culture,

yours hasn’t,” he said,.

Then, Madole decided the rally

should come to an end, "for the

good of the city and obviously be-

cause nothing is being accom-

plished here,”

He termed much of the rally, “a

typical black power shouting ses-

sion,” :



Li&ltO

been ejected by sheriff's men

when they became too unruly.

Others had been part of amass

exodus at 8, which left the

meeting room nearly empty.

"Let them talk to the walls,”

one man shouted , The rest

agreed, jeered a couple of times,

and left,

They went through the tall mas.

slve columns, at the courthouse,

down the steps and down the

walkway. A wide, green lawn,

surrounded by a chain fence,

separates the courthouse from

Grand Street,

Across this street, and runn-

ing the length of that short

block, is the palatine Hotel, It

has been vacant for eight months,

part of the proposed urban

renewal project,

the width of the courthouse

property and its two side streets,

second and Third,

Bravado increases

Behind a rope barricade

across Second Street the crowd

gathered , Twenty-five or so had

been on that corner when the

small NEP band arrived,

By 8:20 their number had swol-

len, reinforced by those from the

surrounding ghetto areas, and

more of those who bad left the

meeting,

As their strength increased, so

did their bravado, City police

filled Grand Street, a no-man's

land to other than police' and

•press,

City Manager paul L, Mc-

Cauley, had taken full command

of the crowd, urging them to

remain orderly, and trying to

cool a rapidly heating situation,

1'he crowd grew noisier, hoot-

lng and hollering, A couple

passed wine bottles back and

forth, brandishing them high in

the air-from time to time,

At 8:25 a pint bottle sailed

high in the air from the ranks

of the crowd and smashed in

the center of the intersection,

behind the cordon of police fac-

ing 'the crowd across the rope,

Bottle Ignored

police made no issue of it and

stood their ground calmly while

the crowd waited for a response.

The crowd, apparently assuming

it had won a battle of sorts,

grew more unruly. They jostled

the retaining rope, McCauley and

Herbst, working up and down the

line talking to three or four at

a time, made another plea, They

him into a cell in the courthouse.

About a dozen deputies, armed

with pump shot guns and tear

gas guns, lined up across the

building’s wide front steps fac-

ing the crowd,

At the same' time the crowd

was yelling, threats at the police

in the street who stood their

ground with riot sticks poised.

Release him "or pay,” they

yelled. There were chants of

“Go! Go! Go!,”

“Get in there and get him,”

a white-shirted negro standing to

the side of the crowd yelled, At

that instant the rope parted, and

fell at the feet of the two forces,

The crowd surged to the police-

men’s left and onto the walk in

front of .the hotel, As they ran,

the police ran parallel to them

sidewal, and plowed the mob,

now trapped between the offi-

cers still in the street moving

in and the hardrushlng squad,

n

In quick step

The squad pushed, never slowt

ing or faltering in its quick step,

and the street offices funneled

the running mob down Second

Street,

When the mob was at full run,

the squad halted
,
reversed di-

rection, and replaced the line

of authority where the rope had

fallen across Second Street,

Only a few returned, one pth

came back to taunt the officers,

Few came with him,

Here-and now » at least the

beginning had ended,

A man drinking out of a green

quart bottle in a paper sack,

tipped his head back so all could
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t These leaflets were handed to me
1 in Torkville /Corner of 3rd & 86th) „•

;

Saturday, Aug. 19, 1967.
'

Thinking that they may interest^*
Lyour Bureau, I am taking the liberty
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In 1965- while Negroes comprised only 10.8)6 of the total population, yet the
following statistics, taRen from "UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS — 1965"* Issued by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation shows that Negroes committed:

MURDER
RAPE
ROBBERY .

-NARCOTIC S-
GAMBLING

64. &% (Page 127)
67. &% (Page 127
71. 6% (Page 127
"42^5^—(Page 1283
74. 4$> (Page 128)

PROSTITUTION 59.2)6 (Page 127)
* Latest statistics available at time of printing. This report is available
from U. S. Government Bureau of Publications, Washington, D.C.

DAILY NEWS, FRIDAY, JUNE 2, 1967

Kitty Genovese
Slayer's Life Is

Spared by Court
Albany, June 1 (AP) — The death sentence imposed

on Winston Moseley, convicted of killing Katherine (Kit-
tyJ^ Genovese in- a crime_that drew nationwide attention, .

was reduced_J^J4£f^^v '^^onment today by the state's

rfS^ffeKces \pr-’ -- -
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DAILY NEWS, THURSDAY, MAY 18, 1987 .

Third Trial Finds

Whitmore Guilty

In Rape Attempt
By EDWIN ROSS

George Whitmore Jr. was found guilty last .night at
-his third trial-fox^ the -assault and attempted rape - of-^
Brooklyn practical- nurse in 1964.

Justice Julius Helfand immedi-
ately committed the 22-year-old
Whitmore to Kings County Hos-
pital for psychiatric examination
‘^r^_fehe state’s sex offender

^—cuietime suspect
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CUT. ALONG. DOTTED. LINE. AND.MAIL. AT. ONCE.For further vital information write to:
NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
P.O. BOX lO NAME
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10024 —
ADDITIONAL COPIES OF

THIS LEAFLET
35 copies. .....$1.00
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TELETYPE URGENT

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-111131)
(ATT: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION) and

;

' SACs, WASHINGTON FIELD and RICHMOND

FROM: ' SAC, NEW YORE (100-153917) /• V

SUBJECT : NATIONAL. MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE
TO END THE WAR IN VIET NAM

- INFORMATION CONCERNING (IS), .

flDVISED. NINE TEN SIXTY;

SEVEN, THAT IN NEAR FUTURE, PROBABLY ON A SUNDAY, SEVERAL

RIGHT WING GROUPS WILL MEET IN ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA. JAMES

MADOLE, LEADER OF THE NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (NRP), WILL

ATTEND.' THE PURPOSE IS TO DISCUSS A REORGANIZATION OF THE

RIGHT WING. ACCORDING TO MADOLE/: REPRESENTATIVES OF THE

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY (ANP)> TOTE PARTY OF AMERICA (WPA), THE

\ NRP, THE UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA (USA), AND POSSIBLY THE

t
JOHN BIRCH. SOCIETY, WILL MEET IN ALEXANDRIA, ADDRESS OF : '

,

MEETING UNKNOWN. ACCORDING TO MADOLE, THE PURPOSE OF THIS

,
MEETING IS ALSO TO DISCUSS ' A00UNTERDEMONSTRATION BY 'RIGHT

WING GROUPS IN WASHINGTON, D.C. ON TEN TWENTY ONE DASH TWENTY

1. TWO SIXTY SEVEN. MADOLE ALSO INDICATED HE IS CONSIDERING „

1 - New York I H (#43) . . 4
. New York (105-6112) (NRP) (#43) serialized /?£

- New^YorfcJlOO-lSS^^M
1 - bUpV . &**<£ YORK Yll

FTS:lca .A-*

YitiX

SEARCHED ___—INDEXED i
SERIALIZED

^^jli^NEW.VORK /Q_»



4 #

NY 100-158917 PAGE TWO
„

,

^
MERGING THE NRP WITH THE ANP* MADOLE HAS INDICATED THAT

APPROXIMATELY TWELVE MEMBERS OP THE NRP JWXLL COME PROM NYC

' TO WASHINGTON, D .C . IN. ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN A COUNTER-

"
,DEMONSTRATION ON TEN TWENTY ONE DASH TWENTY TWO SIXTY SEVEN *

PLANS ARE MADE TO HAVE APPROXIMATELY FIVE RIGHT WING GROUPS

,WH0 WILL BE TOGETHER AT ONE LOCATION IN ORDER TO COUNTER-.

DEMONSTRATE* THE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS- LOCATION FOR THIS
;

.
COUNTERDEMONSTRATION HAS NOT AS YET BEEN SELECTED. IN . ^ .

' CONNECTION WITH THESE PREPARATIONS FOR A COUNTERDEMONSTRATION,
'

MADOLE HAS BEEN IN CONTACT JWITH. KARL ALLEN, .LEADER OF TO.

SINCE THE TO HAS. HEADQUARTERS IN ALEXANDRIA,. VIRGINIA,

^RESUMES THAT ^MEETING OF- RIGHT b7D

‘ WING GROUPS -WILL TAKE PLACE :AT WAP HEADQUARTERS.

NRP.IS AN ANTI-NEGRO,. ANTI-SEMITIC AND NEO-FASCIST

l ORGANIZATION* WPA IS A RACIST-TYPE ORGANIZATION FORMED BY

SEVERAL FORMER METERS OF THE AMERICAN NAZI PARTY IN ORDER

TO ADVANCE THE CAUSE OF THE. WHITE MAN IN. THE UNITED STATES '/

/

J



NY 1<)0~15B91T PAGE THREE;.

AND EVENTUALLY THE WORLD., ANP., KNOWN AS NATIONAL SOCIALIST

WHITE PEOPLE fS PARTY ORGANIZED BY GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL

AS AN INTERNATIONAL "NATIONAL SOCIALIST 1
' MOVEMENT*BASED ON,

THE GERMAN NAZI PARTY HEADENBY ADOLF HITLER. W&3 INC.*'

ORGANIZED TO PROMOTE AMERICANISM* WHITE SUPRSMACY AND .

SEGREGATION OP THE RACES. ;

WFO ADVISE' OUTSIDE AGENCIES
. ;

'

LHM. FOLLOWS • .

.
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Racial Matters
atxon

„ , . „ _0n fuly 20, 1967, & source advised that theNational Renaissance Party (HRp) was bounded in 1949by James H. Madole, who continues to serve as itsRational Director and is in complete control 'of the
ITRP 0

\

^ ^ ,
The souree further stated that the liTRP has

its^ headquarters in the residence of James H. Madole •

av 10 Fest 90th Street, Few York, Few York, Weekly
meetings are held at this location on Thursday evenings.

_ The source described the ffip as an anti-Negro,
an'Gi-Semitxc and neo~Fascist organisation. .

This source stated on July 23,
!

1966, that ^ ^
James H. Madole, as of October, 1965, distributed a
printed program c£' the HRP", which, program had as its
announced purpose the establishment of a "Racial /
Nationalist State", According to the program, this •

would be accomplished by calling a Constitutional ^
Convention to ratify the necessary amendments to the
United states Constitution in order to carry out the
United States Constitution in. order to carry out themp program for the establishment of a "Racial Nationalist .

Smte"

,

j
~ source tether advised that as of July 28,

1900, this "program of the NRP" remains in effect and that
•che anti-Negro and anti-Semitic nature of the NRP is
exemplified by the following excerpts from this program;

.
1. Enact and rigidly enforce legislatio^^n..../0 *> ~ b/

/

c

2 - Bureau
1 - New York (105-6112)
Jrv- New York

RJRsal f9‘-|T';Y;v

TlNG^r-IP

D T' '

/r

<Y>j» SEP itw
This d ocumen^^op^Hrl^^iedther T"s\
re c ommendat i ons nsJ s
of the FBI. fit
lot t^ie FBI and*—i-s -loandz to your^
^B^rky ; it and its contents are /

^YduragBii
Indexed
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Rational Renaissance Parley
'

• 2, Enact legislation to prohibit intermarriage
bevween whites and non-whites, '

,

3. The Jewish, race shall he deprived by
suitable legislation of their American citizenship

’•

/and shall henceforth be prohibited from holding any
professional* political* or educational posts within
the Racial Rationalist State, The Jew constitutes an
alien virus in our national bloodstream and* as such*
he must be purged from our cultural* economic* and
political life, .

• 4, Enact legislation to hasten the repatriation
ox American Regroes to the newly independent black nations
on the African Continent unsbr the ausoleos and guidance
of black nationalist leadership in the United States,

'
.
5> The establishment of a selective immigration

policy whose primary purpose is to attract the best
European racial stock to the Rorth American Continent
in order to utilise their vast energy and talent in the
task of ’creating a dynamic* expanding Rhite Empire capable
of 'Withstanding the encrcachments .of the primitive* colored
world lead by the Oriental colossus* Red China, ‘

i

The source mentioned above is who
has furnished reliable information in the past.
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.'Airtel

Sacs, Rew tork
Richmond (157-709)
WFO (157-847)

From* Direetdr, FBI

WHITE pmk OF AMERICA
RM (OHGANlZATIOKf)

a/* £Sv '

ReHVtel to Bureau 9/11/67 captioned ’’National
Mobilization Committee to End the Way in Vietnam, Information
Concering (IS).**

Above-referenced teletype indicated that members
of the Rational Renaissance Party, American Razi Party,
White Party of America, Halted Elans of America, and possibly
members of the John Birch Society would meet on a Sunday in
the immediate future in Alexandria, Virginia, for a two-fold
purpose. One, to discuss the merging of several right-wing
groups and two, to make plans for a counterdemonstration
by these groups in Washington, B. C., in October, 1907.

The above meeting will most probably take place
at the White Party of America headquarters in Alexandria,
It is noted that Sunday is their usual meeting day, Richmond
should assign their White Party of America sources to cover
this meeting. Promptly advise the Bureau, appropriate
Government agencies, and interested offices under the White

.
./

. Party of America caption of. all’ attempts by Earl ,H,XXt7&X ,

leader of the White Party of America, to merge with or take
. over the America Razi Party as well as i&e Rational
Renaissance Party. ; .

* Information developed by offices receiving this
communication pertaining to plans by any of these right-wing
groups to counterdemonsirafe in the forthcoming October
demonstrations in Washington, P. €. , by the Rational^obili**--n
zation Committee to End the War in Vietnam \
furnished to the Bureau under the Rational ’ !

Committee oaptiqn.

/'or - c, // v"'



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. Bufile 62-111181
NYfile 100-158917

New York, New York

September 1|?, 1967

Planned Counter Demonstration on
October 21 - 22, 1967
at Washington, D. C.

A confidential source advised on September 10,

1967, that in the near future, probably on a Sunday,

_

several right-wing groups will meet in Alexandria, Virginia.
James Madole, leader of the National Renaissance Party
(NkP) will attend. The purpose is to discuss a re-
organization of the right-wing and also to discuss a counter
demonstration by these groups on October 21 - 22, 19^7

5

in Washington, D. C.

According to this source, James Madole, leader
of the NKP and representatives of the American Nazi Party

i • (ANP), White Party of America (V/PA), the United Klans of

America (UKA) and possibly the John Birch Society, will attend

this meeting in Alexandria.

The source believes that in view of the fact

* that Madole has been in contact with Karl Allen, leader
of the WPA, which has its headquarters in Alexandria,
Virginia, he presumes that the meeting of the right-
wing groups will be at the 'WPA headquarters.

The NKP, WPA and UKA are further identified
in the appendix.

The ANP is further identified in the appendix
' under the caption National Socialist White 'People's

Party.

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
. DATE 04-21-2011

This document contains neither .

recommendations nor conclusions,

of 'the FBI. It is the property-; •

of the FBI and is loaned to .your,

agency; it and its contents are^_

not to be distributed outside^

your agency.

<r.» .vj. ^€1

ROUP
1 Excluded jbeq^atitomatic
downgrade
declassification

/ - <£ //«z _ /rss'
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Planned Counter Demonstration on
October 21 - 22

, 1967

i

at Washington, D. C.

Madole, according to this, source, has indicated
that he is considering merging the NRP, with the ANP.

Madole has also indicated that approximately twelve members
of the NHP will go from New York City to Washington,
D. C.

,
in order to participate in this counter demonstra-

tion with approximately five right-wing groups at one
location which has not yet been selected.



Planned Counter Demonstration on
October 21-22, 1967
at Washington, D. C.

1 .

APPENDIX

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (MRP)

On July 28, 1966, a source advised that the
National Renaissance Party (MRP) was founded in 1949, by
JAMES H. MADOLE, who continues to serve as its National
Director and is in complete control of the MRP.

The source further stated that the NRP has its
headquarters in the residence of JAMES H. MADOLE at 10
West 90th Street, New York, New York. Weekly meetings
are held at this location on Thursday evenings.

••

The source described the NRP as an anti-Negro,
anti-Semitic and neo-Fascist organization.

This source stated on July 28, 1966, that
JAMES H. MADOLE, as of October, 1965, distributed a printed
’’program of the NRP” which program had as its announced
purpose the establishment of a ’’Racial Nationalist State".
According to the program, this would be accomplished by
calling a Constitutional Convention to ratify the necessary
amendments to the United States Constitution in order to
carry out the NRP program for the -establishment of a . .

"Racial Nationalist State”- i -

'

This source further advised that as of July 28,
1966, this "program of the NRP" remains in effect and that ,

the anti-Negro and anti-Semitic nature of the NRP is
exemplified by the following excerpts from this program:

1. Enact and rigidly enforce legislation
to restrict the benefits of American
citizenship to mentally and genetically
sound members of the Caucasian race.

Enact", legislation to prohibit intermarriage
between white and non-whites

.

- 3 -
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Planned Counter Demonstration on
October 21 - 22, I967
at Washington, D. C.

APPENDIX ( CONTINUED )

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (CONTINUED)

3. The Jewish race shall be deprived by
suitable legislation of their American
citizenship and shall henceforth be_
prohibited from holding any professional,
political or educational posts within the
Racial Nationalist State. The Jew
constitutes, an alien virus in our national
bloodstream and, as such, he must be

.
purged

from our cultural, economic, and political
life. •

‘

4. Enact legislation to hasten the repatriation
of American Negroes to the newly independent
black nations on the African continent
under the auspices and guidance of black
nationalist leadership in the United States,

»

5 The establishment of a selective immigration
policy whose primary purpose is to attract .

the best European racial stock to the North
American Continent in order to utilize their
vast energy and talent in the task of
creating a dynamic, expanding White Empire
•capable of withstanding the encroachments
of the primitive, colored world led by the
Oriental colossus, Red China,

- 4 -



Planned Counter Demonstration on
October 21 - 22, 1967
at Washington, D. C.

APPENDIX

1 .

NATIONAL. SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLE’S PARTY
Also Known As The American Nazi Party,
American Nazis , The World Union of
Free Enterprise National Socialists,
The George Lincoln Rockwell Party

In his book
,

’’This Time The World" ,
copyrighted

in 1961, GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL identified himself as
Commander, American Nazi Party of the World Union of Free
Enterprise National Socialists (ANP - WUFENS), Arlington,
Virginia.

The April 4, 1963, issue of "The Richmond- News
Leader", a Richmond, Virginia daily newspaper reported that-

GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL had, on the previous day, again
applied for the American Nazi Party-'to be chartered ..in the

•-State of Virginia, but this request was turned down by the
Virginia State Corporation ‘Commission... ' This action was-

'taken pursuant to an act of the 196,2 Virginia.. Assembly
^

which prohibits use of "Nazi" or '"National Socialism" in-
a'

Virginia charter. This article further pointed. out that
ROCKWELL’s Party is presently 'chartered in the State of
Virginia as the George Lincoln Rockwell Party.

On August 14, 1964,. -a source, who has -furnished
'reliable information in the past, advised that ANP-WUFENS
was .organized by GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL at his residence
in Arlington, Virginia, on February 26, 1956, as an
international "National Socialist" movement based on the

. . . ...

--German- Na-zi- Party* headed by ADOLF HITLER. He added that
* ROCKWELL is the dominant force and personality in this Party;
‘•th-at he is espousing a "line" of hatred against the Jews .and.

• Negroes; and that he is- seeking,., through speeches, distribution
•of- -literature and picketing, to establish a cohesive and .

- dominant political party in the United States and in foreign
- countries.,-..

' According .to fhe '"Stormtrooper', s Manual", an
'offiqial publication of the.’ ANP, the phases of ANP struggle-
for power are fourfold, namely, first* -"to make- ourselves
known to the masses" second, "the dissemination of our
program and truth about the Party"; third, "organizing the
people who have been converted to our propaganda" ; and
fourth, "the attainment of power through the votes of the
newly-won masses."



October. 21 - 22. 1967
at Washington, D. C.

APPENDIX

NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE
PEOPLE'S PARTY (CONTINUED)

On August 19, 1966, the source advised that
GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL presently believes , that he has
completed the first two phases in his struggle for power
and is well into the third stage, to wit, "the organizing
of the people who have been converted to our propaganda"

.

The source added that ROCKWELL had previously believed that
he would be elected Governor of Virginia in November, 1965,
and when defeated, he made the statement that he was not ready
for stage four.

On December 27, 1966, the source advised that
ROCKWELL mailed a communication to all members of the ANP
entitled, "National Directive from the Commander, Effective
1/1/67". This communication reflected that the formal name
of the Party would be "National Socialist White People’s
Party" and they would still be known as the "American Nazi
Party" and "American Nazis" for short.
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APPENDIX -

UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA , INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN

Records of Superior Court of Fulton County,
Georgia, reflect that this Klan organization was granted
a corporate charter on February 21, 1961, at Atlanta,
Georgia, under the name United IClans, Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan. of America , Inc

. /

A source advised on February 27 , 1961 , that
United Klans was formed as a result of a split in U. S.

Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc. According to

the source, the split resulted from a leadership dispute
and United Klans has the same alps and objectives as the
parent group. These are the promotion of Americanism,
white supremacy, and segregatiorj of the races.

The first source 'and a' second source advised
•in July, 1961, that United Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan of America, Inc., merged with Alabama Knights, Knights
of the Ku Klux Klan. The mergeq organization established
headquarters in Suite 401, the Alston Building, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama. (The organization is directed by ROBERT SHELTON,

.^-'Imperial Wizard, and is the dominant Klan group in the
South, with units in several Southern states.)

\

Second source advised that at a meeting at
Prattville, Alabama, on October 2Z, 1961, the U. S. Klans,
Knights of the Ku Klux 'Klan, merge! with the United Klans
of America, Inc., Knights of the Ku, Klux Klan.

\

Third source advised on August 4, 1965* that the
United Klans of America, Inc., Knighbs of the Ku Klux Klan,
is currently an active organization/ with Klaverns in
several Southern states. This source said that ROBERT M.
SHELTON is the Imperial Wizard of this organization, and
was last. elected to this position on:

. September 5 * 1964,
at a National Klonvocation in Birmingham, Alabama. Source
said ‘that the. activity of the United 'Klans of America is

increasing and that the national office remains in Suite
401, 'Alston Building, Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

.
• u \

\

\
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~ . - - APPENDIX
p 1

WHITE PARTY OF AMERICA

On March 13, 1967, Karl Rogers Allen, Jr., who identified himself
as leader of the White Party of America (WPA)

, advised that he, with
several other former members of the American Nazi Party (ANP), formed the
WPA during the early part of 1964 in order to advance the cause of the •

white man in the United States and eventually throughout the world.

This organization was officially launched on April 11, 1964.
The National Headquarters was transferred from 1216 New York Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D. C.

, to 1019 King Street, Alexandria, Virginia, on
April 1, 1965,

a

It was initially the aim of the WPA to sponsor picket ings and
demonstrations where it was believed such would be of value to publicize
its program through pamphlets and similar media.

1

Allen stated that the WPA is a racist-type organization with
approximately 50 members, 40 of whom are from the Washington, D. C.'

metropolitan area. Approximately 150 persons or organizations subscribe
to the official paper of the WPA, "The White World".

Allen stated that the purpose of the organization is political in

nature and definitely non-subversive but adheres completely to the
Constitution of the United States,

V ,

-& -
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NYfile 100-158917

Title Planned Counter Demonstration on
October 21-22, 1967 .

at Washington, D. C.

Character

Reference Memorandum dated and captioned
as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

ALL INFORMATION COHTAIHEB
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
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"H1*® c*° cumetlt contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
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LHM concerning right-wing groups planned participation

in the 10/21/67, demonstration at Washington, D. C.
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To: SACs, Chicago (157-3)
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Kienmond (167-93)
WO (157-1) \

From: Director, FBI (105-70374)

NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLES’
PARTY, aka American Nasi Party
HM (ORGANIZATION)
00: RICHMOND

ReBuairtel to Chicago 9/12/67 captioned as above

j

NYtel to Director 9/11/67 ; and Buairtal to all offices dated
8/11/67, both of which are captioned ’’National Mobilisation
Committee to End the War in Vietnam, Information Concerning
(IS)/’

Above-referenced Buairtol 8/li/S7 instructed that
any information concerning demonstrations and counterdemon-
strations as regards the National Mobilisation Committee and
their forthcoming activities in Washington, B. C. 10/20-22/67
be 'furnished by teletype- to the Bureau, YJFO and the New York
Office. The instructions also stated that informant coverage
of the Washington!

D

0 C, f demonstration is essential and
specific recommendations for travel to Washington, D. C.»
by informants was to be mSde.

The above instructions should be followed by all
offices receiving this communication ia regards to possible
participation by the National Renaissance Party, the American
Nasi Party, the White Party of America and other right-wing
hate groups*
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VIETNAM; INFORMATION CONCERNING (IS).

A CONFIDENTIAL PiELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED ON NINE TWENTY

TWO SIXTY SEVEN, THAT THE NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

AND THE_ WHITE PARTY OF AMERICA PLAN TO* DEMONSTRATE AT

THE PENTAGON, WDC, ON TEN TWENTY ONE SIXTY SEVEN FOR
9

APPROXIMATELY TWO HOURS. EXACT TIME UNKNOWN. THEY THEN

PLAN TO MARCH ACROSS THE BRIDGE TO THE WHITE HOUSE. APPROXIMATED

THIRTY PERSONS, TWENTY* OF THEM ARE FROM NEW YORK, ARE

EXPECTED TO PARTICIPATE. _A ,
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Proposed Counter-Demonstration By-
National Renaissance Party (NRP)
And White Party of America (WPA)
At Pentagon* "Washington* DC
October 21* 1967

At the request of James Madole* 18 placards have
already been prepared for the counter-demonstration and the
march. Some of these are:

"impeach Johnson the Great Black Daddy on the Potomac."

"Using LSD makes Jews Rich"

"America For Whites* Asia For Asiatics.,"

"G„I. *s Die While Jews Make Profits."

"Johnson is Working For Blacks* as Madole is Working
For Whites."

According to Madole* following the march to the White
House* the NRP and WPA members* as well as any other right-wing
groups participating* will go to WPA headquarters in Alexandria*
Virginia* to hold a convention in order to' discuss a reorganization
of the "right-wing".

The NRP* WPA* National States Rights Party
are characterized in the appendix.

All confidential sources referred to in this communication
have furnished reliable information in the past.

-2-
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APPENDIX

1 .

NATIONAL, SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLE’S PARTY
Also Known As The American Nazi Party,
American Nazis, The World Union of
Free Enterprise National Socialists,
The George Lincoln Rockwell Party •

In his book, "This Time The World", copyrighted
in 1961, GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL identified himself as
Commander, American Nazi Party of the World Union of Free
Enterprise National Socialists (ANP - WUFENS), Arlington,
Virginia.

The April 4, 1963, issue of "The Richmond News
Leader", a Richmond, Virginia daily newspaper, reported that
GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL had, on the previous day, again
applied for the American Nazi Party to be chartered in the
State of Virginia, but this request was turned down by the
Virginia State Corporation Commission. This action was
taken pursuant to an act of the 1962 Virginia Assembly

^

which prohibits use of "Nazi" or "National Socialism" in a
Virginia charter. This article further pointed out that
ROCKWELL’s Party is presently chartered in the State of
Virginia as the George Lincoln Rockwell Party.

On August 14, 1964, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that ANP-WUFENS
was organized by GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL at his residence
in Arlington, Virginia, on February 26, 1956, as an
international "National Socialist" movement based on the
-German- Nazi- Party- headed by ADOLF HITLER. He added that
ROCKWELL is the dominant force and personality in this Party;
that he is espousing a "line" of hatred against the Jews and
Negroes; and that he is seeking, through- speeches, distribution
of literature and picketing, to establish a cohesive and
dominant political party in the United States and in foreign
countries

.

According .to the "Stormtrooper’ s Manual", an
official publication of the ANP , the phases of ANP struggle
for power are fourfold, namely, first "to make ourselves
known to the masses"; second, "the dissemination of our
•program and truth about the Party"; third, "organizing the
people who have been converted to our propaganda" ; and
fourth, "the attainment of power through the votes of the
newly-won masses."

3 con;
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APPENDIX

h.

NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE
PEOPLE'S PARTY (CONTINUED)

On August 19, 1966, the source advised that
GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL presently believes that he has
completed the first two phases in his struggle for power
and is well into the third stage, to wit, "the organizing
of the people who have been converted to our propaganda"

.

The source added that ROCKWELL had previously believed that
he would be elected Governor of Virginia in November, 1965,
and when defeated, he made the statement that he was not ready
for stage four.

On December 27, 1966, the source advised that
ROCKWELL mailed a communication to all members of the ANP
entitled, "National Directive from the Commander, Effective
1/1/67", This communication reflected that the formal name
of the Party would be "National Socialist White People’s
Party" and they would still be known as the "American Nazi
Party" and "American Nazis" for short.

IAL
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APPENDIX

1 .

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (NRP)

On July 20, 1967, a source advised that the
National Renaissance Party (NRP) was founded in 1949, by
JAMES H. MADOLE, who continues to serve as its National
Director and is in complete control of the NRP.

The source further stated that the NRP has its
headquarters in the residence of JAMES H. MADOLE at 10
West 90th Street, New York, New York, Weekly meetings
are held at this location on Thursday evenings.

. The source described the NRP as an anti-Negro,
anti-Semitic and neo-Fascist organization.

*

This source stated on July 28, 1966, that
JAMES H. MADOLE, as of October, 1965, distributed a printed
"program of the NRP" , . which program had as its announced
purpose the establishment of a "Racial Nationalist State".
According to the program, this would be accomplished by
calling a Constitutional Convention to ratify the necessary
amendments to the United States Constitution in order to
carry out the nrp program for the 'establishment of a
"Racial Nationalist State"-;

This source further advised that as of July 28,
1966, this "program of the MRP" remains in effect and that
the anti-Negro and anti-Semitic nature of the NRP is
exemplified by the following excerpts from this program:

1. Enact and rigidly enforce legislation
to restrict the benefits of American
citizenship to mentally and genetically
sound members of the Caucasian race,

2. Enact .legislation to prohibit intermarriage
between white and non-whites.

5
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APPENDIX (CONTINUED)

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (CONTINUED)

3. The Jewish race- shall be deprived by
suitable legislation of their American
citizenship and shall henceforth be
prohibited from holding any professional,
political or educational posts within the
Racial Nationalist State. The Jew
constitutes an alien virus in our national
bloodstream and, as such, he must be purged
from our cultural, economic, and political
life.

Enact legislation to hasten the repatriation
of American Negroes to the newly independent
black nations on the African continent
under the auspices and guidance of black
nationalist leadership ' in the United States-..

5. The establishment of a selective immigration
policy whose primary purpose is to attract
the best European racial stock to the North-
American Continent in order to utilize their-
vast energy and talent in the task of
creating a dynamic, expanding White Empire
capable of withstanding the encroachments

#
"the primitive

, colored world led by the
Oriental colossus , Red China.
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1 .

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP)

On November 26, 1957, a source advised that the United
White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention held in Knoxville.
Tennessee, on November 10, 1957. An article in the November 26,
1957, issue of the "Greenville Piedmont", a newspaper of Green-
ville, South Carolina reported "the recent formation of a new
political party, to be known as the United White Party."
According to the article, the party was formed at a recently held
meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee, at which many klansmen were

,

represented. The UWP was reported as being opposed to all :

"race mixing organizations and individuals."

The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt", self-
described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of the
National States Rights Party" (NSRP) , reported that rank and
file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP under "the banner
of the National States Rights Party" , with national offices
at Post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville, Indiana.

In November, 1958, a source advised that NSRP is
composed of past members of the Klan-type organizations and
notorious anti-Semites

.

Issue No. 19, dated June, 1960, of "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had been
changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office Box 783,
Birmingham

, Alabama

.

Issue No. 69, dated July, 1965, of "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the new headquarters of the NSRP as
Post Office Box 184, Augusta, Georgia.

On August 4, 1965, a source advised that EDWARD R.

FIELDS, the Information Director of the NSRP and Editor of
"The Thunderbolt" , is the individual who actually controls the
NSRP.

Issue No. 72, dated November, 1965, of "The Thunderbolt'
reflects Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS to be National Director of the
NSRP as well as Editor of "The Thunderbolt"

.

"The Thunderbolt" continues to publish articles
attacking Negroes and persons of the Jewish faith.

7
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1 .

WHITE PARTY OF AMERICA

.
0n March 13, 19^7, Karl Rogers Allen, Jr., who

identified . himself as leader of the White Party of America
(WPA) , advised that he, with several other former members of
the American Nazi Party (ANP) , formed the WPA during the early
part of 1964 in order to advance the cause of the white man in
the United States and eventually throughout the world.

This organization was officially launched on April 11,
19o4, The National Headquarters was transferred from 1216 New
York Avenue, N„W., Washington, D„C., to 1019 King Street, Alexandri
Virginia, on April 1 ,

'

1965 .

It was initially the aim of the WPA to sponsor picketings
and demonstrations where it was* believed such would be of value to
publicize its program through pamphlets and similar media.

Allen stated that the WPA is a racist-tj^pe organization
with approximately 50 members, 40 of whom are from the Washington,
D.C. metropolitan area. Approximately 150 persons or organizations
subscribe to the official paper of the WPA, "The White World".

Allen stated that the purpose of the organization is
political in nature and definitely non-subversive but adheres
completely to the Constitution of the United States.

-8*-
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ML INFORMATION C OHTAIHED

hekeJms UNCLASSIFIED
DATElW-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBAW/3AB/3B3

9/2I/67

PLAINTEXT

AISDEL

DIRECTOR, EBI

PROM SAC, NEW YORK (100-158917)

SUBJECT: NATIONAL MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE TO
END THE WAR IN VIETNAM
INFORMATION CONCERNING (IS)

ffleNY teletype to Bu, RH, and WPO, dated 9/22/67 ,

entitled "NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLES 1 PARTY, AKA AMERICAN
NAZI PARTY:. RM (ORGANIZATION) (00:RH) AND NATIONAL MOBILIZATION
COMMITTEE TO END THE WAR IN VIETNAM: INFORMATION CONCERNING (IS)'J

Enclosed for the Bureau and offices listed are copies
of LHM concerning proposed counter demonstration by National
Renaissance Party (NRP) adEd White Party of America (WPA) , at the
Pentagon „ $10/21-/67

.

Confidential source* referred to in attached
LHM is

| |

This LHM is classified ‘SC.uullQLUllaS" since unauthorized
disclosure of information attributed to this informant might impair
his future effectiveness and such impairment could have an adverse
effect on the national defense.
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m 100-158917

BSS, NYCPD, has been advised of the proposed participa~
•don of the NRP in the 10/21/67 demonstration at the Pentagon,,
Dissemination of attached IBM is being made locally to loSth'MI
Group p NISO, OSI, USA, SDNY, Attention SILVIO MOLLO, Chief Assistant
United States Attorney, and EDNY, Attention VINCENT T, MC CARTHY,
Chief Assistant, United States Attorney,
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In Reply, Please Rejcr to

File No.

Bu Pile (62-111181

)

NY File (100-158917)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP .JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York

October 20, 1967

Planned Counter Demonstration
October 21, 1967
Washington, D.C.

A source learned on October 1.5, 1967, that some
members of the White Party of America (WPA), and also friends
of these members, will march with the National Renaissance
Party (NRP) as counter-demonstrators to the National Mobiliza-
tion Committee To End The War in Vietnam (NMC), October 21

demonstration- at Washington, D.C, The WPA will not identify
themselves as such, but will march under NRP banners,' James
Madole, Director NRP, expects 15 or 1 6 to go by automobile
to Washington with the NRP.

The NRP will leave NRP Headquarters in New York
City about 3:00 am on October 21, 1967, arive in Alexandria,
Virginia, WPA Headquarters, about 9:00 am, where two thirds
of the NRP group will $on Nazi type uniforms for a counter
demonstration beginning at 12 noon at Lincoln Memorial, They
will then march to the Pentagon arriving at 3:00 pm.

Madole has cancelled plans for a White Power
conference in Washington, D.C. on October 21, 1967*

Ithe American Nazi Party (ANP) indicated ,

to Madole that the ANP will counter demonstrate on their
own, starting at 9:00 am on October 21, 1967, at the Pentagon.
A meeting will be attempted between Madole and on
October 21, concerning their two organizations.

NY T-1
October 15, 1967

Characterizations of WPA, NRP, and ANP
may be found in the appendix.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It
is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it
and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

CONFIDENTIAL
tikWfta:* .

G ROUP i

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: automafrlV dow;automayiA down-
aha
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FBI AUTOMATIC DEC LAS S I F I CAT I ON GUIDE
DATE 04 - 21-2011
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1 . APPENDIX

WHITE PARTY OF AMERICA

On March 13, 1967, Karl Rogers Allen, Jr., who identified himsel:
as leader of the White Party of America (WPA), advised that he, with
several other former members of the American Nazi Party (ANP), formed the
W1 A during. the early parr of 1964 in order to advance the cause of the
white man in the United States and eventually throughout the world.

o

It was initially the aim of the WPA to sponsor picket ings and
demonstrations where, it was believed such would be of value to publicize
its program through pamphlets and similar media.

Allen stated that the WPA is a racist-type organization with
approximately 5 0 members, 4 0 of whom are from the Washington, D. C.-
metropolitan area. Approximately 150 persons or organ
to the official paper of the WPA,' "The. White World".

o >

izations subscribe

Allen stated that the purpose of the organization is political in
nature and definitely non-subversive but adheres completely to the
Constitution of the United States.



Planned Counter Demonstration
October 21, 1967
Washington, 1967

APPENDIX

• 1 .

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (MRP)

On July 20, 1967, a source advised that the
National Renaissance Party (NRP) was founded in 1949, by
JAMES H, MADOLE

, who continues to serve' as its National
Director and is in complete control of the NRP.

The source further stated that the NRP has its
headquarters in the residence of JAMES H. MADOLE at 10
West 90th Street, New York, New York. Weekly meetings
are held at this location on Thursday evenings.

.
The source described the NRP as an anti-Negro,

anti-Semitic and neo~Fasc.ist organization.

This source stated on July 28, 1966, that
JAMES H. MADOLE, as of October, 1965, distributed a printed
"program of the NRP 11

, . which program had as its announced
purpose the establishment of a "Racial Nationalist State".
According to the program, this would be accomplished by .

calling a Constitutional Convention to ratify the necessary •

amendments to the United States Constitution in order to
carry out the nrp program -for the -'establishment Of a
"Racial Nationalist State"

.

This source further advised that as of July 28,
1966, this "program of the NRP" remains in effect and that
the anti-Negro and anti-Semitic nature of the NRP is
exemplified by the following excerpts from this program:

1. Enact and rigidly enforce legislation
to restrict the benefits of American
citizenship to mentally and genetically
sound members of the Caucasian race.

2. Enact legislation to prohibit intermarriage
between white and non-wha.tes

.
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Planned Counter Demonstration
October 21, 196?
Washington, D.C.

APPENDIX

1 .
•

NATIONAL. 'SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLE'S PARTY
Also Known As The American Nazi Party,
American Nazis , The World Union of
Free Enterprise National Socialists,
The George Lincoln Rockwell Party

In his book, "This Time The World", copyrighted
in 1961, GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL identified himself as
Commander, American Nazi Party of the World Union of Free
Enterprise National Socialists (ANP - WUFENS), Arlington,
Virginia,

The April 4, 1963, issue of "The Richmond News
Leader", a Richmond, Virginia daily newspaper, reported that
GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL had, on the previous day, again
applied for the American Nazi Party to be chartered in the
State of Virginia, but this request was turned down by the
Virginia State Corporation Commission. This action was
taken pursuant to an act of the 196 2 Virginia A.ssembly
which prohibits use of "Nazi" or "National Socialism" in a
Virginia charter. This article further pointed out that
ROCKWELL ‘ s Party is presently chartered in the State of
Virginia as the George Lincoln Rockwell Party,

On August 14, 1964, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that ANP-WUFENS

' was organized by GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL at his residence
in Arlington, Virginia, on February 26, 1956, as an
international "National Socialist" 'movement based on the
Gsinir.an Nasi Party • headed by ADOLF HITLER. He added that
ROCKWELL is the dominant force and personality in this Party;
that he is espousing a "line" of hatred against the Jews and
Negroes; and that he is seeking, through, speeches, distribution
of literature and picketing, to establish a cohesive and
dominant political party in the United States and in foreign
countries.

1

According .to the "Stormtrooper * s Manual", an
official publication of the ANP, the phases of ANP struggle
for power are fourfold, namely, first "to make ourselves
known to the masses"; second, "the dissemination of our
program and truth about the Party"; third, "organizing, the
people who have been converted to our propaganda" ; and
fourth, "the attainment of power through the votes of the
newly-won masses."

.

-5-



Planned Counter Demonstration
October. 21, 1967
Washington, D.C. APPENDIX

2j_

NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE
PEOPLE * S PARTY (CONTINUED)

On August 19, 1966, the source advised that
GLORGi. LINCOLN ROCKWELL presently believes that he has'
completed the first two phases in his struggle for power
and is well into the third stage, to wit, "the organizing
of the people who have beer converted to our propaganda"

,

The source added that ROCKWELL had previously believed that
he would be elected Governor of Virginia in November, 1965,
and when defeated, he made the statement that he was not ready
for stage four.

t
On December 27, 1966, the source advised that

ROCKWELL mailed a communication to all members of the AMP
entitled, "National Directive from the Commander, Effective
1/1/67". This communication reflected that the formal name
of the Party would be "National Socialist White People's
Party" and they would still be known as the "American Nazi
Party" and "American Nazis" for short.
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File No.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
October 20, 1967

1

Bu File (62-111181)
NY File (100-158917)

Planned Counter Demonstration
October 21, 1967
Washington, D.C.

Character

Reference is made to communication dated
and captioned as above at New York.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN 13 UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBAW/SAB/SBS
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laIns neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the propertyof the FBI and -is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outsideyour ag ency.
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Transmit the following in

#
ILL IIFOEIttTIOI C OHTAIHED

HERE IN IS SIFTED

DATE 04-21-3B BY 60324 ljjCBAW/SAB/SBS

Date: 10/20/6?

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
AIRPEL

(Priority)

L

TO:- DIRECTOR, FBI (62-111181)

FROM: SAC , HEW YORK (100-158917)

SUBJECT: RATIONAL MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE
TO END THE WAR IN VIETNAM
INFORMATION CONCERNING (IS)

Re NY teletype.- 10/18/6?.

Enclosed, for the Bureau are 21 copies of an
LHM concerning a proposed demonstration in Washington, D.C.,
on 10/21/6?, Extra copies are being furnished WFO for
outside dissemination. Six copies being furnished to
Richmond as that office is office of origin for WPA and ANP,

Three copies are being furnished to 108th HI
Group, and onQ copy each to OS I, NIS, USA, SDNY, USA, EDNY,
and Secret Service.

The LHM is classified hficmiac it
contains information from the disclo3u.re of
which could reveal his identity, and thereby be detrimental
to the national defense.

6 - Bureau (Enc. 21) ( RM)
(1 - ) (White Party of America)
(1 -

•) (American Nazi;. Party)
(1 ~ ) (National Renaissance Party)

6 - Richmond (Enc. 6) ( RM)
(2 - ) (White Party of America
(2 - ) (American Nazi' Partly)

2- WFO (Enc. 8) ( RM)

lpP~ New York (105-6112) (National Renaissance Party) (!i3)
1 - New York ^

I

FTS:ecs
( 16 )

b7D

Approved: Sent

6>//ck -/WSm,
Special Agent in Charge
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York
November 3-, .1967

Bufile 62-111181
NY file 100-158917

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04-21-2011

Proposed Counter-Demonstration
By the National Renaissance Party '

and the White Party of America
At the Pentagon, VJashington, D. C.

Reference is made to Federal Bureau of Investigation

(FBI) memoranda, dated October 20, 1967. at New York, New York,

captioned "Planned Counter-Demonstration, October 21, 19o7>

Washington, D. C. ", and dated September 29, 19o7* at New York,

New York, captioned "'Proposed Counter-Demonstration By National

Renaissance Party and White Party of America at the Pentagon,

VJashington, D, C 8 , October 21, 1967".

The National Renaissance Party (NRP),the
White Party of America (VJPA) , the National
Socialist White People's Party (NSWPP). and

the National Sta.tes Rights Party (NSRP) are

characterized in the appendix. All sources

mentioned therein have furnished reliable
information in the past.
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At the Pentagon, Washington, D. C.





Proposed Counter-Demonstration
By the National Renaissance Party
and the White Party of America
At the Pentagon, Washington, D, C.

at WPA Headquarters in Alexandria, Virginia. While at this
location no picketing or demonstration of any type was
conducted. Madole indicated that more than anything else
he wanted publicity. However, that location afforded few
observers and no reporters or photographers who could afford
them publicity.

(
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NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (NRP)

On July 20, 1967 , a source advised that the
National Renaissance Party (NRP) was founded in 1949, by
JAMES H. MADOLE

, who continues to serve as its National
Director and is in complete control of the MRP.

The sour>ce further stated that the NRP has its
headquarters in the residence of JAMES H. MADOLE at 10
West 90th Street, New York, New Yo^k, Weekly meetings
are held at this location on Thursday evenings,

..
The source described the NRP as an anti-Negro,

anti-Semitic and neo-Fascist organization.

This source stated on July 28, 1966, that
JAMES H, MADOLE, as of October, 1965, distributed a printed
"program of the NRP", which program had as its announced
purpose the establishment of a "Racial Nationalist State".,
According to the program, this would be accomplished by
calling a Constitutional Convention to ratify the necessary
amendments to the United States Constitution in order to
carry out the NRP program for the - establishment -Of a
"Racial Nationalist State"

,

This source further advised that as of July 28,
1966, this "program of the NRP" remains in effect and that
the anti-Negro and anti-Semitic nature of the MRP is
exemplified by the following excerpts from this program:

1. Enact and rigidly enforce legislation
to restrict the benefits of American
citizenship to mentally and genetically
sound members of the Caucasian race. >

2. Enact legislation to prohibit intermarriage
between white and non-whites.

-6 - . .
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NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (CONTINUED)

3. The Jewish race shall he deprived by
suitable legislation of their American
citizenship and shall henceforth be
prohibited from holding any professional ,

political or educational posts within the
Racial Nationalist State. The Jew
constitutes an alien virus in our national
bloodstream and, as such, he must be purged
from bur cultural., economic, and political
life.

4. Enact legislation to hasten the repatriation
of American negroes to the newly independent
black nations on the African continent
under the auspices and guidance of black
nationalist leadership in the United States.

5. The establishment of a selective immigration
policy whose primary purpose is to attract
the best European racial stock to the Morth
American Continent in order to utilize their
vast energy and talent in the task of
creating a dynamic, expanding White Empire
capable of withstanding the encroachments
of the primitive, colored world led by the
Oriental colossus, Red China.

-7-



Proposed Co-uofcer-Demonstration
By the National Renaissance Party
and the White Party of America
At the Pentagon, Washington, D.C.

APPENDIX

NATIONAL, SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLE’S PARTY
Also Known As The American Nazi Party,
American Nazis

, The World Union of
Free Enterprise National Socialists,
The George Lincoln Rockwell Party

In his book, "This Time The World", copyrighted
in 1961, GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL identified himself as
Commander, American 'Nazi Party of th<= World Union of Free
Enterprise National Socialists (ANP - WUFENS)

, Arlington,
Virginia.

The April 4, 1S63, issue of "The Richmond News
Leader", a Richmond, Virginia daily newspaper, reported that
GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL had, on the previous day,' again
applied for the American Nazi Party to be chartered^in the
State of Virginia, but this request was turned down by the
Virginia State Corporation Commission, This action was
taken pursuant to an act of the 1962 Virginia Assembly
which prohibits use of "Nazi" or "National Socialism" in a
Virginia charter. This article further pointed out that
ROCKWELL’s Party is presently chartered in the State of
Virginia as the George Lincoln Rockwell Party.

On August 14, 1964, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that ANP-WUFENS
was organized by GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL at his residence
in Arlington, Virginia, on February 26, 1956, as an
international "National Socialist" movement based on the
Gsrir.an Nasi Par-ty headed by ADOLF HITLER. He added that
ROCKWELL is the dominant -force and personality in this Party;
that he is espousing a "line" of • hatred against the Jews and
Negroes; and tnat he is seeking, tnrough speeches, distribution
of literature and picketing, to establist a cohesive and
dominant political party in the United States and in foreign
countries „

‘ &

According .to the "Storm-trooper’s Manual", an
official publication of the ANP, the phases of ANP struggle
for power are fourfold, namely, first "to make ourselves"
known to the masses"; second, "the dissemination of our
program and truth about the Party"; third, "organizing the
people - who have been converted to our propaganda"

; and
j curth , tne attainment oi" power tnreugh the votes of the
newly-won masses .

" o

L



Proposed Counter -Demonstration
By the National Renaissance Party
and the White Party of AmerL ca
At the Pentagon., Washington, D„C.

. APPENDIX

2 «_

NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE
PEOPLE'S PARTY (CONTINUED)

On August 19, 1966, the source advised that
GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL presently believes that he has
completed the first two phases in his' struggle for power
and is well into the third stage, to wit, "the organizing
of the people who have been converted to our propaganda"

.

The source added that ROCKWELL had previously believed that
he would be elected Governor of Virginia in November, 1965,
and when defeated, he made the statement that he was not ready
for stage four.

On December 27- 1968, the source advised that
ROCKWELL mailed a communication to all members of the ANP
entitled, "National Directive from the Commander, Effective
1/1/67". This communication reflected that the formal name
of the Party would be "National Socialist White People’s
Party" and they would still be known as the "American Nazi
Party" and "American Nazis" for short.



Proposed Counter -Doraonstrrtio si
By the national Renaissance Party
and the White Party of Araori ca
At the Pentagon, Washing^r^^^^

h,

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP)

On November 26, 1957, a source advised that the United
White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention held in Knoxville.
Tennessee, on November 10, 1957. An article in the November 26,

1957, issue of the "Greenville Piedmont", a newspaper of Green-
ville , South Carolina, reported "the recent formation of a new
political party, to be known as the United White Party."
According to the article, the party was formed at a recently held
meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee, at which many klansmen were
represented. The UWP was reported as being opposed to all
"race mixing organizations and individuals."

The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt", self-
described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of the
National States Rights Party" (NSRP) ,

reported that rank and
file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP under "the banner
of the National States Rights Party" ,

with national offices
at Post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville, Indiana.

In November, 1958, a source advised that NSRP is

composed of past members of the Klan-type organizations and
notorious anti-Semites,

Issue No, 19, dated June, 1960, of "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had been
changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office Box 783,

Birmingham, Alabama.

Issue No. 69, dated July, 1965, of "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the new headquarters of the NSRP as

Post Office Box 184, Augusta, Georgia.

On August 4, 1965, a source advised that EDWARD R.

FIELDS, the Information Director of the NSRP and Editor of
"The Thunderbolt" , is the individual who actually controls the ,

NSRP.

Issue No. 72, dated November, 1965, of "The Thunderbolt'

reflects Dr. EDWARD R, FIELDS to be National Director of the
NSRP as well as Editor of "The Thunderbolt"

.

"The Thunderbolt" continues to publish articles
attacking Negroes and persons of the Jewish faith.

-10 -



APPENDIX

1 .

WHITE PARTY OF AMERICA

On September- 16 , 1965 , KARL ROGERS ALLEN, Jr.,
who identified himself as the leader of the White Party
of America (WPA) , advised that he, along with several
other former members of the American Nazi Party (ANP) ,

formed
the WPA during the early part of 1964, in order to advance
the cause of the white man in the United States and eventually
throughout the world,

(

This organization was officially launched on
April 11, 1964, when it sponsored picketing in Washington,
D,C<, Richmond, Virginia, and Baltimore, Maryland, in
opposition to civil rights legislation and civil rights
demonstrations . Its national headquarters was transferred
from 1216 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington , D.C., to
1019 King Street, Alexandria, Virginia, on April 1, 1965,

It was initially the aim of the WPA to sponsor
picketings and demonstrations where it was believed such
would be of value and to publicize its program through
pamphlets and similar media. The WPA has been inactive due
to a lack of funds and its only publications to date have
been the April and May, 1964, issues of its official
publications, “The White Letter.”

He added that the WPA is still in the formative
stage but it will uphold the Constitution of the United States

and will always not within the limits of the law. He noted
that the WPA wi?.l serve as a ’’home for people who want to
preserve the white race" and cannot find a home for them-
selves in either of the major political parties in the
United States.

The American Nazi Party is
characterized separately.
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(Priority)
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SUBJECT: NATIONAL MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE
TO END THE WAR IN VIETNAM
INFORMATION CONCERNING (IS)

{

ReNYairtels .dated 9/29/67^ 10/20/67, and 10/27/67,
captioned "NATIONAL MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE TO END THE WAR
IN VIETNAM (IS).

"

Enclosed for the Bureau and the offices listed, are
copies of an LHM, setting forth the results of a proposed
counter-demonstration by the National Renaissance Party-White
Party of America (WPA), at fe, Pentagon, on 10/21/67.

7- Bureau (Ends. 15) (RM)
(1- 105-70374) (NSWPP

)

(l- 157-1494) (WPA)
(i- 105-66233) (NSRP)
(l- 62-83296) (NRP)

2- Baltimore (Ends. 2) (RM)
(1- 100-20684) (NSRP)

9- Richmond (Ends. 9) (RM)
(1- 157-709) /WPA)
(1- 157-480) I

(1- 157- )

1- 157-1989 1

(1- 157-93) CNSWPP )

'

,

1- 157- ) 1 I
•

’ (-1 - 157 -965 ) (LOUIS MOSTACCIO)
2- Washington Field (Ends. 2) (RM)
1- New York I I (NU) (43)

£
5

- New York (105-6112/ (NRP) (43) /e>£~- (i>//

£

N677 YO j/Iy!
"
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COPIES CONTINUED:

1- New York 1'105-6129).
157-1834 1

( .TAMES MADOLE) (4-3)

1- New York (43)
1- New York 157-1557 [ J
1- New York 157-1284

r

1 ( 43 ) b6
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Alexandria# Virginia
October 21* 1S&7

The national Renaissance Party* group of nine* arrived
at the Yfoite party op America 1 headquarters in Alexandria*
Virginia* about 9sl5 n*m. on Saturday# October ,21* 1967

*

They arrived in a rented station wagon and were .dressed in
atom trooper uniforms* black, boots. They went over to the
Pentagon Building in Arlington and may have gone to the
Lincoln Memorial to counter-picket against the Anti-Viet
HaM I^toonatrators* •

-t
-

' - •.

• '•

•?
,

'y ^ -i

Hone of the members of thc Hhlte Party of America '

^n. fho finimfow vv* dCmOnStratlOn

aoout nruu annu l

guess that they returnee
smonstrating on-Saturday *

Lractly lew york

Those * recognized ,fromJbhe national Renaissance Parts

ana some other passenger wnose name was not Known

.



UNITED. STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to NOW YOrk , N€W YOrk
File No. November 8, 1967

Bureau file 100-146964
New York file 100-7518

National Council of American-
Soviet Friendship/ Inc'.

Internal Security - C

All sources mentioned in this memorandum
and its appendix have furnished reliable

/ information in the past.

The October 31, 19&7 issue. of "The Worker ,
" page 6,

contained an article entitled "Double Anniversary Nov. 7
At Rally On Soviet Amity". The article stated the National
Council of American-Soviet Friendship (NCASF) was sponsoring
a rally to be held at Carnegie Hall on Tuesday evening.,
November 7 , 19^7 , in celebration of "The Jubilee Anniversary
of the Soviet Union" together with the 34th Anniversary-
of the establishment., of the..United 'States (US) - United .

Soviet Socialist Republic® ('USSR) diplomatic relations

.

The article stated that 'speakers would include Rockwell
Kent, artist and National Chairman of the NCASF, Jessica
Smith, Editor of the "New World Review" (NWR), and

•

,
Carolyn Black, National Field Secretary of the W.E,B.
puBois .Clubs. Drr'-Corliss Lamont, first head of the NCASF,
1943-1946, was listed as chairman of the rally.

i..
- „

'^i-The Worker" is an East Coast Communist
'y v ” Newspaper. .

.



National Council of American-
Soviet. Friendship a Inc.

Characterizations of the NWR and W.E.B.
DuBoix Clubs of. America (DCA.) are attached
hereto

.

Carolyn Ann Black

On October 19, 1967 , a source advised that
Carolyn Anri Black is currently employed full
time as Field Director of the National DCA,
at the National Office of the DCA, located
in New York City.

**

Rockwell Kent

Rockwell Kent, a well-known artist and writer,
in his autobiography "lt l s Me, 0 Lord,"
published in '1955 , deplores the' fact that his
name is listed as affiliated with only 85
groups on the Attorney General’s list of
subversive organizations

.

Corliss Lamont

On September 28, 1953, Louis F. Budenz,
a Communist Party (CP), United States of
America (USA) functionary until he broke

' with the CP in 19^-5, testified before the
United States Senate Preliminary Investigations

‘ Sub-Committee that Earl Browder, as Head of the
CP in the US, had referred to Corliss Lamont
as one of the "four prides" of the CP., because
Lamont was ready to cooperate with any Communist
front or any Communist cause. Browder made this
reference before the National Committee of the
CP in the early 1940’ s. Budenz also recalled
that Lamont was a member of the CP when he,
Budenz, was a member.



National Council of* American-
Soviet Friendship , Inc.

Jessica Smith

.
On July 5 a 1950, Louis F Budenz stated that

, ;
Jessica Smith was a trusted Communist. He
said that he had met her as a leading member
of the CP at meetings which took place at CP
Headquarters. According to Budenz, Jessica
Smith's specific assignment was to extend the
influence of pro-Sovietism in the US.

On November 7 , 19^7* a second source advised the
above scheduled NCASF rally was held at Carnegie Hall, New
York City, on that date, celebrating the Jubilee Anniversary
of the USSR, and that about 1,700 people attended the rally.

The above source stated that Reverend Richard
Morford, Executive Director of the NCASF, opened the
meeting at 8:02 p.m. He introduced Carl Griffler as a
candidate for^ Doctorate at New York University and as the
new Student Director of the NCASF, Morford announced that
a book by Elizabeth Moos entitled "Soviet Education" was
recently published and 3*600 copies were ready to be mailed
to colleges and universities . Morford made a collection
speech and a collection followed.

Dr. Corliss Lamont was introduced as the chairman
of the rally. A Lamont stated the Russian Revolution of 1917
was so very important because it was the very first socialist
revolution in history. He spoke of "President Johnson's
War" against Vietnam, and said the USSR and the socialist
world was waiting for the 1968 national elections to bring
a drastic change in our foreign policy. He stated that since
19^5 our government has fermented the "Soviet threat myth"
.and "Cold War" to stimulate a capitalistic, imperialistic
war machine, while the Soviets have strived for coexistence' -

and -peace. He stated the truly great inspiration and only
inspiration to all socialist movements and national -liberation
movements has been the Soviet Union. He stated the Soviets
have strived to build a better life for mankind and that
"we salute" them for achievements in art, science, working
conditions, peace, etc.

CONFIDENTIAL



National Council of American-
Soviet Friendship, Inc. CONF

Rockwell Kent was introduced' as the winner
of the. Lenin Peace Prize.' Kent stated "We must love the
Russians, we must extend our hands, now bloody, we must
extend them cleansed after we rid ourselves of* the blight
of the prejudice, racism, capitalism, imperialism, war
mongering." Kent stated "We must get rid of the bunch now
running our government and thus earn the friendship of the
Soviets «.

"

. Miss Carolyn Black was the next speaker. She
stated the US faces the same problems that the Bolsheviks
faced 50 years, ago, and that "National Liberation" movements
are threatened by the same forces that threatened the Bolshevik
movement. She stated "we" can pay tribute to the Soviet
Union by putting an. end to American intervention around the.
world. She stated the "black people" are rebelling today
against America's imperialism, and. that "the Vietnamese
cause is our cause .

" She . stated "©own with the rulers
of the United Spates," "

:Dovm with Me Namara," "Down with
Rusk, " "Down with -.President Johnson, " and "Long live the
successful revolution of the Soviet Union."

Jessica. Smith, Editor of the NWR, spoke next.
She state’4 ... "The tenv days that shook the world also changed
.the world^forever .

" She. said that without the patient-
dedicatiohn-of the Soviets to peaceful coexistence, we may
have had a nuclear war and possibly no world today. She
said that today the USSR is 70 times greater than before
the revolution, that it has rebuild itself twice (1917 and
19^-5 )* an(^ that only a socialist regime could accomplish
this. She stated that no capitalist country could make these
accomplishments. She stated that no Soviet soldiers are
killing anyone on earth and.no Soviet bombs are falling.
She stated that "our .duties" as Americans are to protest
and resist- the war in Vietnam until the bombing is stopped
and our troops withdrawn, and "may the Soviets continue to
build a communist society in a world of peace and freedom."



National Council of. American-
Soviet Friendship, Inc. CONFIDENTIAL

Corliss Lamont announced the NCASF had hoped
to have as a guest speaker from the USSR., the President of
t*£ Academy of Social Science, but stated he was denied a
passport by the US Department of State because his appearance
here would not be before a group representing the mainstream
of American thinking. Lamont predicted that we in America
had 150 "years to develop our democracy and our Bill of Rights.
He predicted that the Soviets, after 150 years of existence,
will be closer to democracy and the Bill of Rights than
we are. Lamont stated that "this group here is the mainstream
and we will show them in due course."

Vladislav Petrovich Ivanov, Third Secretary,
Public Relations and Cultural Officer, Soviet Mission to
the United Nations, was present and represented Soviet
Ambassador Federenko, who was unable to attend the rally.

Aleksey Stepunin, First Secretary, Soviet Embassy,
Washington, D.C., spoke and extended greetings. Stepunin
stated he did not have to say much because the accomplishments
of. the USSR speak for themselves.

A dramatic film presentation of "Ten Days That
Shook The World" was narrated by Ossie Davis, star of .screen-

and television. This 40-year old film, which was made ten
years after the Russian Revolution, depicted scenes in
Moscow and Petrograd. The actor, depicting Lenin, was .

Enthusiastically cheered: The rally ended about 10:4l p.m.,
after the showing of this film.

Ossie Davis

A third source advised during the latter part
of 1963 that a CP functionary stated that
Ossie Davis and .his wife. Ruby Dee, were then

. CP members

.

CONjl^E^TAL
'
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National Council of American-
Soviet Friendship,, Inc. CONFIhS^IAL

Carl G-riffler •

On August 29* 1966* a fourth source advised
that Carl Griffler attended a meeting of the
New York District CP Board which was held
on August l8 3 1966,, in New York City.

Elizabeth Moos

Anita Bell Schneider* a self-admitted
CP member from 1951 to 195% advised
that she knew Elizabeth Moos to be a
CP member sometime during the above
mentioned period'.

Richard Morford

Louis F ‘Budenz advised on June 29* 1950*
that Richard A . Morford was t.her Executive
Secretary of the NCASF and that he met
Morford at least once in an enlarged committee
meeting of the CP around 1943 * and for a time
thereafter* Morford had been known to him as
a Communist* such reports arising from Morford’

s

activity in certain Communist front organizations

.

Budenz stated he had been told by Eugene Dennis*
National CP Functionary at that time* of Morford’

s

Communist affiliations 1 and that as late as 19%*
Jack Stachel* another CP functionary* told Budenz
that Morford was a Communist.

-6 -
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National Council of American-
Soviet Friendship, Inc.

From 7:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m. on November 7 5 19^7^
"Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation .

observed l4 representatives of the National Renaissance
Party (NRP) picketing near the main- entrance of Carnegie
Hall, New York City, in protest to the NCASF rally. There
were no incidents or arrests made.

A characterization of the NRP is attached
hereto.

CONF IAL
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National Council of American-
Soviet Friendship, Inc. . .
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- ‘f? COyES^TIAL

APPENDIX

- 1 .

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (NRP)

On July 20, '1967, a source advised that the
National Renaissance Party (MRP) was founded in 1949, by
JAMES H. MADOLE', who continues to serve as its National •

Director and is in complete control of the MRP.

The source further stated that the NRP has its
headquarters in the residence of- JAMES H. MADOLE at 10
West 90th Street, New York, Mew York. Weekly meetings
are held at this location on Thursday evenings.

.
The source described the NRP as an anti-Negro,

anti-Semitic and neo-Fascist organization.

This source stated on July 28, 1966, that
JAMES H. MADOLE, as> of Optober, 1965, distributed a printed'
"program of the MRP.! t

,, which program had as its announced
purpose the. establishment of a "Racial Nationalist State".
According to the program, this would be accomplished by
calling a Constitutional Convention to ratify the necessary

- -amendments to the//United States Constitution in order to
-..carry out the NRP "program -for the -establishment bf 'A
"Racial^ Nationalist State" .

This source further advised that as of July 28j
1966, this "program of the NRP" remains in effect and that
the anti-Negro and anti-Semitic nature of the NRP is
exemplified by the following excerpts from this program:

1. Enact and rigidly enforce legislation
to restrict the benefits of ' American

. . citizenship to mentally and genetically
sound members of the Caucasian race.

2.

! Enact legislation to prohibit intermarriage
between white and non-whites.

CpfepgNflAL
--8-



National Council of. American-
Soviet Friendship, Inc.

. CONFlSEM'IAL^ ^

—

APPENDIX (CONTINUED)

2j_

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (CONTINUED)

3. The Jewish race shall be deprived by
suitable legislation of their American
citizenship and shall henceforth be
prohibited from holding any professional,
political or educational posts within the
Racial Nationalist State. The Jew
constitutes an alien virus in our national
bloodstream and, as such, he must be purged
from our cultural, economic, and political
life.

4. Enact legislation to hasten the repatriation
of American Negroes to the newly independent
black nations on the African continent
under the auspices and guidance of black
nationalist leadership in the United States.

5. The establishment of a selective immigration
policy whose primary purpose is to attract
the best European racial stock to the North
•American Continent in order to utilize their
vast energy and talent in the task of
creating a dynamic, expanding White Empire
capable of withstanding the encroachments
of the primitive , colored world led by the
Oriental colossus. Red China.

CONF
x''
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"

"NEW WORLD REVIEW” •

'The "Guide to Subversive Organizetlons__and'
Publications," revised -and published as of December 1,
1961, prepared and released by the Committee on Un-
Americah Activities, United.. States House of Represent-
atives, Washington, '"D.C . , contains the following
concerning the "New World Review”: :

-

\ - " New World Review

”1. ‘Soviet Russia Today commenced as the
official organ of Friends of the Soviet
Union. * * * it and its successor (New
World Review) have a continuous record
pf over 22 years of uninterrupted publi-

- cation and admittedly have operated in
respondent’s (the National Council of

,
American-Soviet Friendship, Inc

.

)

-

interest and are used as educational
media by respondent .

* Soviet Russia
Today was ’succeeded in the early 1350’s
by New World Review.* Jessica Smith, a
member of the Board of Directors of the
National Council of American-Soviet Friend-
ship, Inc., ’was also shown to be “long-time
member and functionary in the (Communist)
Party, -as well as in the Party-controlled
Friends of the Soviet Union. She has been

„•
*' continuously the editor of Soviet Russia.

Today and its successor New World Review -

for years

.

1 - -

(Subversive Activities Control Board,
Docket No. 104-53 * Report and Order- with
respect to the National Council of American
Soviet Friendship, Inc., February 7 3 1956,
pp . 20 and 22

.

)

"2. The Communist Party ’is regularly putting
°ht ’ the New 'World Review, which is a
’monthly propaganda organ on the Soviet
Union, Red China, and the Communist
satellites, published in New York.*
(Committee on Un-American Activities,
Annual Report for 1958, House Report 187,

: MarduS^d.-9597Tp-r^9-.-) . -

**
•

'

t ,
, > ,
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National Council of American-

^ APPENDIX

NEW WORLD REVIEW' 1 (CONT’P) .

' '

"3^ Cited as an organ 1 ?afdoir-Sfiec1 al 1

pro-Soviet propaganda . It" was formerly

known as Soviet Russia Today

.

(internal Security Subcommittee of"'the

Senate Judiciary Committee, Handbook ror-*^

Americans. S. Doc. 117 * April 23 > -95° > P*
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1

n.E.B. DU BOIS CLUBS yOP AFRICA (DCA)

A source advised that on October 26-27, 1963, &

conference of members of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA),

including national functionaries, met -in Chicago, Illinois,

for the purpose of setting in motion forces for the

establishment of a new national Marxist-oriented youth

.organization which would hunt for the most peaceful

transition to socialism. The delegates were told that it

would be reasonable to assume that the 'young socialists

attracted into this new organization would ' eventually pass

into the CP itself. .-'
:

-

: A second source has advised that the founding

convention for the new youth organization was held from

June 19-21, 1964, at 150 Golden" Gate Avenue, San Francisco,

California, at which time the name W.E.B. Du Bois Clubs of

America (DCA) was adopted. Approximately 500 delegates from

throughout the United States attended this convention.

The second source advised in September, 1966, that

MIKE ZAGARELL, CPJJSA Youth Director, stated that in

communities:-the Flirty ptill supported the plan to bui_d^ _e_

socialist centers 'and. to solidify the Party base through the

DCA. This source also advised in September, 1966, that

DANIEL RUBIN, C.PUSA National Organizational Secretary, stated

the Party believes the DCA should have a working class . outlook

and be 'a mass organization favorable to soeiaJ'.&sm,

countries and Marxism, and in April, 1967, GUS HALL, CPUSA,

General' Secretary, indicated that the DCA primary emphasis

should "^.e; oh developing mass resistance to the draft,

A third source advised in September, 1967, that

JARVIS TYNER was elected chairman of the DCA on September 10,

1967, near the conclusion of the Third National Convention o_

the DCA held in New York, New York, from September 8-10, 1967.

A fourth source advised during August, 1967, that

JARVIS TYNER is a member of the National Committee of the_

CPUSA,

A' fifth confidential source advised on September 21,

1967 ,
that the headquarters of the DCA is located at 34 Vest

17th Street, Mew York, New York,

CONFips|TIAL
.
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October 19, 1967

N.R.P.
Report on status of two former members:

On October 19, a friend of the above mentioned
called a member of the H.R. P. She said that[

~

"lb as,

and that he is always
She said he is always

She said he has given up his racial ideas and is all for
brotherhood. He can be described as a hippie.

I | she said, is not as = bad as|
|

in that he is not always” I 1 He does, however, have the
same beliefs. He has given up on the "hate idea” he had been
following.

-2-
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SAG, New York (105-6112)

Director, FBI (62-83296)

date: H/28/67

subject: NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS (ORG)

ReNYairtel 11/20/67.

New York should forward the information
contained in above -referenced communication to the
Bureau in form suitable for dissemination followed
by a letterhead memorandum after the meeting occurs.

1 - Richmond

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
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DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCEAW/SAB/SBS
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November 30 , 1967

National Renaissance Party Literature
Distribution

At approximately 5:5*1- p.m. on November 30,
19673 individuals were observed on 86th Street near
Lexington Avenue, on the north side of the street.
These individuals, described below, were distributing
leaflets announcing a forthcoming meeting of the
National Renaissance Party (NRP) which would be
known as a Rally for the Restoration of White Power
in the United States, to be held on December 8, 1967,
at Public School 169, 113 East 87th Street, New York
City.

One of the above-mentioned individuals is
described as a white male, dark curly hair, age 38 to
40, five feet, six inches tall.

The second individual mentioned above is described
as white male, dark blonde hair, age 28 to 29, five feet,
eleven inches, podk-marked face.

Several hundred of the above leaflets were
handed out to pedestrians, mostly to individuals exitig
from the Lexington Avenue subway stop at 86th Street.



?i(* |UJ| UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer to

PileNo. Bufile 62-83296
~NY file 10^-6112

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York

December 4, 1967

National Renaissance Party

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on November 20,

1967, that the National Renaissance Party (NRP) had
obtained permission from the New York City Board of

-Education to hold! an open rally at Public School 169,

113 East 87th Street, New York',. New York, on December 8,

1967, commencing at 7:00 p.m.

James Madole, National Director of the NRP, has
indicated that some members of the National Socialist White

People’s Party (NSWPP), also known as the Am9ricanNazi
Party, would try to come to New York City from Arlington,

Virginia, in order to attend this rally.

lids same source further advised that I I

l a member of the White Party of America ^wia)

would come from Alexandife, Virginia, in order to attend

this rally. An invitation has been extended to the WPA

inviting additional members of the WPA who may wish to

attend the rally.

On November 22, 1967, this same source advised

that, according to James Madole, a television station from

Rhode Island, not further identified, will make a tape of

this NRP rally. At some £ufe»e date, this tape will be

presented on this Rhode Island television station.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HERE III 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCEAW/SAB/3B3

This document contains neither
recommendatbns nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property

. of the FBI and is loaned to your
J agencyj it and its contents are

not to be distributed outside
your agency.

S&rcn?*. _

_



National Renaissance Party-

A second confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, on November 30, 1967,
advised that at $\\\$ p.m. , on that same date, two individuals
were observed at 86th Street and Lexington Avenue, New York,

^

T

hese two individuals we di s tpibuting leaflets
bo pedestrians announcing the NRP rally to be held December 8
1967. A copy of this leaflet is attached hereto.

The NRP , NSWPP, the WPA are characterized
in the appendix and all sources utilized
.therein have furnished reliable information
in the past.
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NATIONAL RENAISSANCE^ARTY SPONSORS MASS RAL'yL FOR THE RESTORATION
OF "WHITE POWER” IN®HE UNITED STATESIW*
WEUD,EMAND "CIVIL RIGHTS” FOR WHITE TAXPAYERS!

A Few Of The Vital.Issues To Be Discussed On December 8th.

1) Depraved American politicians catering to racial minority voting blocs, in collusion
with Red educators in our public school system and universities, have lowered the

educational level of our institutions of learning to meet the needs of the Negro while
— -deliberately holding back the mental development of your white children l

Black and Jewish children have been inflamed with nationalistic- and racial passions

whereas young Whites have been taught to despise their own European ancestors

as "exploiters of the dark races” and "White imperialists". History and biology

texts have been distorted to produce the illusion of non-existent Negro civilizations

in Africa and tremendous (though strictly imaginary) colored contributions to the- •

____arts-and.sciences. • *

—

j~

2) The NRP supports our gallant fighting men in Vietnam but we oppose the idiotic

notion of fighting endless. "NO WIN” brushfire wars on the Asian Continent for

the benefit of crooked black marketeers, corrupt politicians, and unscrupulous
millionaires who gain financially from America's misery.
Those -"peaceniks” who applauded the destruction of German cities like Dresden
and Cologne are loudest in their demands to spare Hanoi from bombing 1

3) Our enormous TAX BURDEN, coupled with the ever-rising cost of living, - is

"'bankrupting both the masses of American white collar workers and small business

owners. Except for a few millionaires and corrupt politicians nearly every strata

of American society is either living in heavily mortgaged homes or living on credit

buying. Poor White families are forced to abide within integrated government
housing projects where they live in fear of their. lives while our bureaucrats dwell

in beautiful new duplex apartments.

TIME AND PLACE OF NRP RALLY IN YORKVILLE:

We urge each recipient of this notice to attend the NRP rally on

FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 8th (between 7 PM and 10 PM)

In the Auditorium of Public School 169

113 East 87th Street, New York City (between Park and Lexington Aves.)

Doors open at 7 PM, and meeting commences promptly at 7:30 PM.
There will be an open question period at the end of the rally but hecklers seeking to

distract the speakers will be prosecuted for disorderly conduct !

Speakers will.be:

James H. Madole, Leader of the NRP
James Wagner, Commander of the NRP Uniformed Section

and a dynamic new NRP Speaker you will not want to miss

!

Come at 7 PM and bring friends, 'there is no admission fee or collection.

For further information write at once to

National Renaissance Party
P. O. Box 10, New York, N. Y. 10024

NAME. .

.

ADDRESS
CITY.

( ) I am interested in joining the NRP's uniformed section.

lQ I am interested in merely joining and supporting the NRP
|( ) I am interested in suhscrib^"- IIWPTl TVrrr T ~rirTrr>Jt<-

(non-uniform)
I'rfi * —— —

—

3



APPENDIX

• 1 .

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (NRP)

On July 20, 1967, a source advised that the
National Renaissance Party (NRP) was founded in 1949, by
JAIMES H. MADOLE, who continues to serve as its National
Director arid isTn-^c>mplate~cbntr61 ' of’ th’e~NRP

.

The source further stated that the NRP has its
headquarters in the (residence of JAMES H. MADOLE at 10
West 90th Street, New York, New York. Weekly meetings
—are- held at this location on Thursday evenings.

.
The source described the NRP as an anti-Negro,

-anti-Semitic and neo-Fascist organization.

This source stated on July 28, 1966", that
JAMES H. MADOLE, as of October, 1965, distributed a printed
’’program of the NRP” which program had as its announced
purpose the establishment of a "Racial Nationalist State"

.

According to the program, this would be accomplished by
calling a Constitutional Convention to ratify the necessary
amendments to the United States Constitution in order to
carry out the NRP program for the -establishment Of a
”Racial! Nationalist State"-.

This source further advised that as of July 28,
1966, this "program of the NRP" remains in effect and that
the anti-Negro and anti-Semitic nature of the NRP is
exemplified by the following excerpts from this program:

1. Enact and rigidly enforce legislation
to restrict the benefits of American
citizenship to mentally and genetically
sound members of the Caucasian race.

2

.

' Enact legislation to prohibit intermarriage
between white and non-whites

.



t * k

2 «

NA'tlOMAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (CONTINUED)

' 3. The Jewish race shall be deprived by
suitable legislation of their American
cTtizenshxp~ah

d
“shall

- henceforth be

.

prohibited from holding any professional

,

political or educational posts within the

Racial Nationalist State. The Jew
constitutes an alien virus in our national

—-bloodstream and, as such, he must be purged
from our cultural, economic, and political
life.

4. Enact legislation to hasten the repatriation
of American Negroes to the newly independent
black nations on the African continent
under the auspices and guidance of black
nationalist leadership in the United States.

5. The establishment of a selective immigration
policy whose primary purpose is to attract
the best European racial stock to ^ the North
American Continent in order to utilize their
vast energy and talent in the task of
creating a dynamic ,

expanding White Empire
capable .of withstanding the encroachments
of the primitive, colored world led by the
Oriental colossus. Red China.

x

- 5 -

/



National Renaissance -Party

APPENDIX

NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLE’S PARTY,
XCsoT^iown^'^Tl^~Anig'rl'c^n“N'azi'-Party ^

American Nazis , the World Union of Free
Enterprise National Socialists,
the George Lincoln Rockwell Party

—~0n- September 8,. 1967, a. source, who has furnished

reliable information in the past, advised that the American^

Nazi Party - World Union of Free Enterprise National Socialists
' (ANP - WUFENS) was organized by GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL at

Arlington, Virginia, on February 26, 1956. It was based upon

the concept of an international ’’National Socialist movement,

as espoused .by the German Nazi Party, which was headed by
^

ADOLF HITLER. The ANP - WUFENS supports and follows the line

of hatred against Negroes, Jews, and Communists, through
^

speeches, published literature, demonstrations and publicity-

seeking devices for the purpose of seeking a legitimate

dominant political party. within the United Sta.tes and m
foreign countries.

.

"The Richmond News Leader" issue dated Aprils, 1963,

published daily at Richmond, Virginia, stated .that this organiza-

tion is chartered in the State of Virginia as "The George

Lincoln Rockwell Party" and that the Virginia Assembly
prohibits the use of "Nazi" or "National Socialism m a

Virginia-chartered organization. As of January 1, 1967, the

official name of this organization was changed to "National

Socialist White People’s Party", according to Commander ROCKWELL.

On August 25, 1967, GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL x*as

assassinated in Arlington, Virginia, near the ANP Headquarters

Building. The August 28, 1967, issue of the "Northern Virginia

Sun" , a daily newspaper published at Arlington, Virginia,

stated that MATTHIAS* KOEHL ,
Jr., took command of the Party. ...

after ROCKWELL’ s assassination.



National Renaissance Party APPENDIX

i.

JWHITE PARTY OF AMERICA

On September 16, 1965, KARL ROGERS ALLEN, Jr.',
who identified himself as the leader of the White Party
of America (WPA) , advised that he, along with several
other former members of the American Nazi Party (ANP) , formed '

- the WPA during the early part of 1964, in order to advance
the cause of the white man in the United States and eventually
throughout the worldj. v

.

This organization was officially launched on ;\

April 11, 1964, when it sponsored picketing in Washington, \
'

- DiC. , Richmond, Virginia, and Baltimore, Maryland, in
opposition to civil rights legislation and civil rights
demonstrations. Its national headquarters was transferred
from 1216 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C., to
1019 King Street, Alexandria, Virginia, on April 1, 1965,

It was initially the aim of the WPA to sponsor
picketings and demonstrations where it was believed such
would be of value and to publicize its program through
pamphlets and similar media-. The WPA has been inactive due
to a lack of funds and its only publications to date have
been the April and May, 1964, issues of its official
publications, "The White Letter."

He added that the WPA is still in the formative
stage but it w1?l1 uphold the Constitution of the United States
and will always act within the limits of the law. He noted
that the WPA will serve as a "home for people who want to
preserve the white race" and cannot find a home for them-
selves in either of the major political parties in the

.

United States.

The American Nazi Party is
characterized separately.





JNY 105-6112

The NTO will have confidential informants covering
this rally and the Bureau vrill he kept advised.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
i

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION !

Richmond , . Virginia

December 7 9 1967

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE -PARTY '

, ,

i ' •

, ,s* -i. 'i

;
' A confidential source,' who has furnished reliable '

information in the past, advised that
| \

1

of the National Socialist White Peonle 1 s Partv . also toiown as «•

the American Nazi Party, is departing!
enroute to New York City on December 8, 1957. The source !

advised that
|
is planning to attend a meeting of the

National Renaissance Party at a school located at 87th Street
and Lexington Avenue in New York City. The purpose of the

was to listen to an unidentified speaker and to meet
0':!^

with James Madole of the National Renaissance Party.
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A characterization, of, the National;:;Socialist White
‘

People * s Party , and a characterization -of the :: National Renaissance
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appendix

,
NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (MRP).

||

;

’ ’On July 28, 1966, a source advised that the s

||
National Renaissance Party (NRP) was founded in 1949, by s„

JAMES H. MADOLE, who continues to serve as its National /

I
Director and is in complete control of the MRP .

; ft.
*

,
** v

V' The source further stated that the NRP has its- ^
;

headquarters in the residence of JAMES H. MADOLE at 10 H
West 90th Street, New York, New York. Weekly meetings .

' f-,

{ ;
are held at this location on Thursday evenings. ’

- jf

i f i The source described the NRP as an anti-Negro, -ft

,, anti-Semitic, and neo-Fascist organization. ! h , fi

'
» .

. ; 3>|

This source stated on July 2 8, 1966, that . • d,

.. JAMES H. MADOLE, as of October, 1965, distributed a printed
, , | ||

"program of the NRP",. which program had as its announced 1

^
•' purpose the establishment of a "Racial Nationalist State .

,

t .
jj

ft

According to the program, this would be accomplished by - j h.

calling a Constitutional Convention to ratify . the necessary
i f!

'..amendments to the United States Constitution in order to
'

h

:
-

;

I; .{ - carry out the NRP
'
program for the -^establishment -of •'& \ ft

-
-

.
• |j

ft'h "Racial Nationalist State"-. •
, -

s
1

' :h;hViihh • i'
: if

h i: j This source further advised that as of July 28,
V 1966, this "program of the NRP" remains in effect and that

h hi; "the anti-Negro and anti-Semitic nature of the NRP is :

!; ''-‘exemplified by
j
the following excerpts from this program:

, h " : :
‘

'

•
.

ft ‘tltU 1Y- Enact and rigidly enforce legislation
.

;•» .*

'

j
• to restrict the benefits of American '

ft'-

<

1
citizenship to mentally and

^

genetically •
•

, sound .members ’of the Caucasian- race. - • •

• r-L’

‘

i!-

2

. Enact legislation; to prohibit!;intermarriage-

! Jftillilh', C'i -',ii
;•

1
1: !? ?

-j between • white . and non-whites . *
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appendix < continued

ifATIOHAL REHAISSAHCE PARTY (CONTINUED)

The Jewish race- shall be deprived by
suitable legislation of their American

^

citizenship and shall henceforth be.

prohibited from holding any professional,
political or educational posts within the
Racial Nationalist State. The Jew
constitutes an alien virus in our national
bloodstream and, as such, he must be. purged
from our cultural, economic, and political
..life

.

Enact legislation to hasten the repatriation .

•of American Negroes to the newly independent
. black nations on the African continent.
.
under the auspices and guidance of black

. nationalist leadership in the United States.^. —

'

5. The establishment of a selective immigration *>

policy whose primary purpose is to attract

j
J the best European racial stock to the North*

©•vV'v: A*&a**ican Continent in order, to utilize their--
j

• 5
‘‘- u$?S^ A

' vas ’

t ®ner>gy and talent in the task of

]

creating a dynamic, expanding White Empire •’

V-Np/i ; ,
h.:. capable of withstanding the encroachments

[

:

i
•<' the primitive colored world led .by the ‘

..•* - Oriental- colossus * Red., China. .

-
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V

NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLE’S’ PARTY,
Also Known As The American Nazi Party', ‘

American Nazism the World- Union of Free
Enterprise National ‘ Socialists',
theGeorge Lincoln Rockwell Party-

On’ September 8 , 1967* a source, who has furnished
reliable information’ in the past, advised that the American
-Nazi. Party -World Union of Free Enterprise National Socialists
(ANP’-WUFENS ) was- or.ganizaed by GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL at
ArlingS&on, Virginia, on February- 26 , 1956 .- It' was based upon
the concept of- an international ’"National- Socialist" movement,
as espoused by the ‘ German Nazi Party, which was headed by ADOLF
HITEER.> The ANP-WUFENS’ supports’ and follows the line of hatred
against Negroes', Jews, and Communists'," through speeches,
published literature > demonstrations and publicity-seeking
devices for the purpose of seeking a legitimate dominant political
party whithin the United States. 'and -in ‘foreign countries.

"The Richmond News Leader" issue "dated. April 4 , 1963*
published daily at Richmond,. Virginia,;, stated- that this organiza-
tion is chartered in the State’ of Virginia as "The 'George .

Lincoln Rockwell -Party" and that the Virginia A^seiflbQjy prohibits
the use of "Nazi" or "National'" Socialism^ in a Virginia-chartered
organization. '-'As of* January i, 1967 j -the official- name of this
organization was changed to "National Socialist White People’s
Party," according to Commander ROCKWELL.

’ '

‘

.

*

‘ On August 25 , 1967/ GEORGE LINCOLN. ROCKWELL was
.

assassinated .in Arlington, . Virginia, .near ..the'. ANP Headquarters
Building, The August 2$j 1967, issue bfJJfche..."Northern Virginia
S.uriy" a daily newspaper published at Arlington,..Virginia, stated
that' MATTHIAS ' KOEHL, JR. took comiaand of the- Party after ROCKWELL’S
assassination. '

‘

This document contains neither. .recommendations.,nor
conclusions of the FBI.

'
" It" is-’' the' property of the

FBI and Is loaned to ybuf agency; it and its con-
tents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

J
'
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Remarks*
Index FNU in NRP copy.

Bureau, WFO and I

teletypes and LHMs about I

on 10/21/67 » Washington, D.C<

1 advised by several
and counter-demonstration

No further action needed.

1 -
I KINV)(43)

1 - NY 105-6129 (JAMES MADQLE)(43)
1 - NY 1 05-1 QP1 4 (GRACE MADQLE) C 43)

1 - NY 157-1620 1(43)

1 - NY 157-1284 1(43)

1 - NY 157-1699 I (43).
1 - NY 157-1441 (LOUIS MOSTAUUIO) ( 43)

1 - NY 157-892 (Racial Situation) ( 43)

Q- NY 105-6112 (NRP) (43 ) Block Stamp
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material
^
1
=0-30^(3-21 -58 ) ALL IHFgfckTIOH COHTAIHED

HERE II l^poMCLAS 5 I FIED

DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBA¥/ SAB / SB 3

DEC 1 1 1967

Date received

9/19/67

Received from (name or symbol number)

(Reliable, Conceal)]

Received by

SA
b6
b7C
b7D

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

LXJ in person I I hy telephone I 1 by mail I I orally I I recording device |X I written by Informant

Bureau and WO advised of counter-picketing by

several teletypes and LHM*s®

No further action necessary*

b6
b7C

1-
1 -NY-157-1839
1 - NY 157-1699
1 - NY 157-1620

(INV) (AO

1 - NY 100-158917 (NMC) (42)

Q>- NY 105-6112 (NRP) (43)

TnTO)
TO)
(43)

^•^EFUsgam
( 6 )

r

b6
b7C
b7D

p
Block Stamp
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-306 (3-21-58)
r>

ALL INFOEMA.TIOH COHTAIHED

HEREIN IS Jfcl4SSIFIED
DATE 04-2^Rll BY 60324 UCBAtf/SAB/SBS

DEC 1 1 W
Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

10/3/67
[

(Reliable, Conceal) SA
J

J

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks) J

b6
b7C
b7D

LXJ in person 1 I by telephone ( I by mail I I orally I I recording device lyl written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:,

Date

Dictated

Transcribed _

Authenticated
by Informant _

Brief description of activity or material

Date of Report

9/30/67
Date(s) of activity

b7D

File where original is located if not attached

Remarks:
Index (ENU) in NRP copy*

Information re Washington demonstration disseminated
by NY airtel & LHM dated 9/29/67, captioned “National Mobilization
Committee to End the War in Vietnam” • Copies went to Bureau,
Richmond, WFO and Baltimore*

No further action necessary*

Disseminate only to NYO case files®

b6
b7C

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

NY 105-
NY 105-
NY 157-
NY 157.
NY 157-
NY 157*

NY 157-
NY 100-

NY 105-

(INVM43)
•6129 (JAMES MADOLE) (43)
•1921 1+

i
-0jRACE_MAI1QLE) (43)

1284
3.557
l44l
1620
3-699 _
158917
•6112

HOLE
[43

J(4
wicc

(MMC) (42)
(NRP) (43)

43)
(43)
CCI0) (43)

(43)
(43)

£#EFU:g.am

I SEARCHED INDEXED^-

1 SERIALIZED

FBI— NEW
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-S06 (3-21-58)
ALL IHFOPICATION COHTAIHED

HERE DI 15 UM^fcpIFIED
DATE 04-21-2WT BY 60324 UCBAW/SAB/SBS

DEC i 1 1967

Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

9/19/67 (Reliable, Conceal) SA
Method of delivery (chc;ck appropriate dio<:ks)

Ixj in person L I by telephone I 1 by mail I I orally 1 I recording device 1 written by Informant

b 6

b7C
b7D

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:*, Date of Report

Date

Dictated to
9/1V67

Date(s) of activity

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant .

Brief description of activity or material

b7D

File where original is located if not attached

Remarks:

Index akal (MU) in NRP copy.

Bureau and WFO advised of counter-pieketing by be

several teletypes and LHMs under National Mobilization Committee b7c
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NY 100-7518

' * • November 8 , 1967

The. National- Council of American-Soviet Friendship
celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Soviet Union with
a Rally for Peace and Friendship at Carnegie Hall, NYC, on
November 7th, 1967 . There _were 1500 persons in the audience when
RICHARD M0RF0RD, Chairman, opened, the rally at 8:00 PM.

Outside Carnegie Hall there were 10 pickets from
the National Renaissance Party. They carried such signs
as "Marx Is A Jew," "Jews Control the United States,

"

"United States Only For Whites." '
’

MORFORD greeted the audience. He said that the
Soviet Union in the beginning had' "rough going."

11
’ 1

He introduced CARL W. GRIFFLER as the Student
Director of the National Council of American-Soviet
Friendship. GRIFFLER took a bow.

CORLISS LAMONT spoke next. He was introduced as
the 1st Chairman of the National Council. LAMONT spoke
on civil rights -and against the war in. Vietnam. LAMONT
praised the Soviet Union.

ROCKWELL KENT, Chairman of the National Council
of American-Soviet Friendship, was the next speaker. He
praised Russia stating "I love Russia." He spoke on civil
rights and said that instead of spending money on the war
in Vietnam, it should go to civil rights.

MORFORD introduced Reverend WILLIAM MELISH, and
4 men and 4 women from the Soviet Union. All took bows from
the audience.

CAROLYN BLACK, a member of the National Board of the
W.E.B. Du Bois Clubs of America, also spoke on civil rights,
against the war in Vietnam andpraised the Du Bois Clubs. She
praised the Soviet Union as being a friend of this ‘country.

Entertainment was supplied by JACQUELINE SHAW, a
She sang English, Yiddish and Russian ariti-war songs.

Departed at 9:45 PM when JESSICA SMITH started her

singer.

speech.

Observed at the rally was IRVING BECKER.
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NY 105-6112

Nov 13, 1967

'
•

, I watched the National Renaissance Party
during ,a demonstration. at Carnegie Hall in. NY* 1 did
not make; note of. the day ,or the affair they were
^iawn»etbating against. Mv onlv- nuroose in being there

% The picketting was uneventful, about eight men
demonstrated carrying anti-Semetic :sighs Communism is •

Jewishy; SARL.;'MARX was a Jew,- ,Hipp.ieism. is - a Jewish ideai. etc

‘

>
. Mr .

; MA.D0LE handed otit; literaiure designated* as .V
such- with; other literature included, with this report .. ; /v ; ;

,
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DATE 04-zWoil BY 60324 UCBAM/SAB/SBS

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
December 21, 1967

Bureau 6 2-832 9.6

New York 105-6112

!

Re: ! National Renaissance Party

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the .past, advised on December 11, 1967, that
the National Renaissance Party (NRP) Rally was held as

planned at Public' School 169, East 87th Street, New York
City, on December 8, 1967 « The meeting was attended by
approximately 80 people and lasted from 7:00 to 9:30 p.m.

He advised the group was addressed by a number of NRP members

,

(First Name Unknown) Wagner, Dick Bayer and James Madole.
)> Wagner spoke on the Security Echelon of the NRP and encouraged

I'" young white men to join. Bayer spoke of economic problems

|
facing the nation and high taxes. He advised that taxes

T . will go even higher if we do not get rid of the Jew controlled
politicians. Bayer ended his speech by denouncing the Jews
as money hungary. Madole spoke last, and stated the Negro

•;
_
is out to kill the white man and that, therefore, we should

I, ' do the same to him. He said that.it only makes sense to

£-i kill your enemy. Madole further stated the country would
[ crumple if^fhe running of it was left to the colored and the

'J Jews. The confidential source advised there were no arrests.

: , -A girl heckler was ejected, but later returned.

A second source, who has furnished reliable informa-

tion in the past, advised that the MRP sponsored the rally on

December 8, 1967, for the restoration of "white power" in the

United States and to demand "civil rights" for white
taxpayers. The meeting lasted from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.

,

and there

were 60 people in attendance. James Wagner, NRP member, opened

the meeting and stated that all Negroes should be sent back to

Africa, and all Jews deported to Israel. Richard Bayer, NRP

member, spoke about our nation's economy. He accused the Jews

of monopolizing business and high political jobs. The source

advised that James Madole, NRP leader, stat^sf^ha-t -if-h^wa.

s

ocris-,?;;!

^
This document contains neither

~
-

nor conclusiong of the Federal Bureau of^Tnv^stigation

•

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to he distributed outside

your agency. /

/
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Re: National Renaissance Party

President of the United States, he would not let any Jews
into this country, and would deport the Jews and Negroes
already in the country. Madole further stated he would do
away with relief payments and described the Vietnam War as
a "no-win war". He stated most of the politicians and
businessmen support the war only because they are deriving
profits from it. He also stated we are also not winning
the war because there are so many Communists in high
positions in the Government. The source also advised that
during the speeches, a group of four Jewish people in the
audience heckled Madole. They wore black eye patches
and rattled newspapers. At one point, Madole told them to
either shut up or leave. Madole sent Louis Mostaccio out
for a police officer. The group of Jewish people left and
then returned. There were no arrests, and none of the NRP
members wore uniforms,

A third source
, contact with whom has been

insufficient to determine reliability, advised the NRP Rally
was held on December 8, 1967, from 7-10 p.m. at Public School
169, East 87th Street, New York City, with approximately
60 persons in attendance, including a large number of plain-
clothesmen from New York City Police Department. During a
speech by James Madole, a group of four Jewish demonstrators
were asked to accompany a New York City Police Department
Captain outside-. After some discussion, the group returned
agreeing not to disrupt the meeting again.

'
'

The NRP is characterized in the
Appendix Section of this communication.



Re: National Renaissance Party

' 1 .

APPENDIX

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (MRP)
\

On July 20 , 1967, a source advised that the
National Renaissance Party (MRP) was founded in 1949, by
JAMES. H. MADOLE, who continues to serve as its National
Director and is in complete control of the NRP.

The source further stated that the NRP has its
headquarters in the residence of JAMES H. MADOLE at 10
West 90th Street, New York, Mew York. Weekly meetings
are held at this location on Thursday evenings.

•

.
. Th4 source described the NRP as an anti-Negro,

anti-Semitic and neo-Fascist organization.

This source stated on July 28, 1966, that
JAMES H. MADOLE, as of October, 1965, distributed a printed
"program of the MRP”, which program had as its announced
purpose the establishment of a "Racial Nationalist State"

.

According to the program, this would be accomplished by
calling a Constitutional Convention to ratify the necessary
amendments to the United States Constitution in order to
carry out the NRP program -for the - establishment -bf a •

"Racial Nationalist State".; •

'

This source further advised that as of July 28,
1966, this "program of the NRP" remains in effect and that
the anti-Negro and anti-Semitic nature of the NRP is
exemplified by the following excerpts from this program:

1. Enact and rigidly enforce legislation
to restrict the benefits of American
citizenship to mentally and genetically
sound members of the Caucasian race.

2. Enact legislation to prohibit intermarriage
between white and non-whites.



• •

Re: National Renaissance Party

APPENDIX (CONTINUED )

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (CONTINUED)

3. The Jewish race shall be deprived by
suitable legislation of their American
citizenship and shall henceforth be

. prohibited from holding any professional,
political or educational posts within the
Racial Nationalist State. The Jew
constitutes an alien virus in our national
bloodstream and, as such, he must be purged
from our cultural., economic, and political

.

1 life

.

4. Enact legislation to hasten the repatriation
of American Negroes to the newly independent
black nations on the African continent
under the auspices and guidance of black •

nationalist leadership in the United States.

The establishment of a selective immigration
policy whose primary purpose is to attract
the best European racial stock to the North
American Continent in order to utilize their
vast energy and talent in the task of
creating a dynamic, expanding White Empire
capable of withstanding the encroachments
of the primitive , colored world led by the
Oriental colossus. Red China,

}

4 *
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 12/21/67

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-83296)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (105-6112) (P)

SUBJECT: NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
RM (ORGANIZATION)
(00: NEW YORK)

ReNYairtel to Bureau, 12/4/67,

Enclosed for the Bureau and the offices listed are
copies- of an LHM pertaining to the 12/8/67 rally of the National
Renaissance Party.

Dissemination of the enclosed LHM is being made
locally to Secret Service, 108th MI Group, NISO, OSI and the
USA, SDNY,

Rally

,

BSS, NYCPD, is already aware of the 12/8/67, NRP

The sour’ces utilized are:

First:
Second: |_^
Third

:

( Reliable)
( Prob .

)

K Prob .

)

Bureau (Ends . 14) (RM)
(105-70374) (NSWPP)
(1 - 157-1494) (WPA)
Boston (Ends . 1) (Info.XRM)
Richmond (WPA) (Ends . 5) (RM)
(2 - 157 -93) (NSWPP)
(1 - 157-
New .York T
New York I

New York

: DM0 (#43)

(Inv.) (#43)‘

(Inv.) (#43)

Marched
~

Approved:

Special Agent in^ Charge
.M Per
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11/2/67
Date(s) of activity

File where original is located if not attached



Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-306 (3-21-58)

• ^ ljy/c<s
TO: SAC, KA1ISAS CITY
FR0I1: SAC, imi YORK BATE: 'ZBfzBfo

T

SUBJECT: v&mmm
Date received Received from (name or symbol number)

I (RELIABLE* CONC
Method of delivery -(check 1 uypiupuum luuuiijj 1

C^fin person dZIby telephone I ...I by mail I I orally 1 1 recording device lX I written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:,*

- Date

Dictated to

Transcribed . '

Authenticated
,

-

by Informant • -

Brief description of activity or material

Date of Report

11/17/67
Date(s) of activity

File where original is located if not attached

Remarks:

Inde2
in 1JRP copy.

id
] |

(LNft

No further action necessary

<

ALL -INFORMATION C ONTAINED

HERE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBAN/ SAB / SB 5

Qi~M 105-6112 CTflTgsAHCE PARTY) U
1-I3Y-157-1620 frM
i-®r 157-1839

\ ore)
I-RY 62-12699 ‘

1-I1Y 157-1666
, (#43)

1-SST 157-1449 ~mj
(#43)

Block Stamp

EFU:a‘al
(8)

SE

SEARCHED _
SERIALIZED

£281967



Co^sr Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-306 (3-21-58)

TO: SAC* KANSAS CITY
PROM: SAC, NEW YORK
SUBJECT: MINUTEMEN

• -
if -ip*

DATE: 12/23/67

Date received Received from (name or symbol number)

11/22/67
| |

(RELIABLE, CONCEAL)

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

Cg in person I— I by telephone I I by mail L I orally I 1 recording device 1*^1 written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agents

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant _

Brief descr

Remarks:

Date of Report

11/18/67

Date(s) of activity

e where orl t attached

No further actiai necessary.

ALL IMFOFUATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCEAW/SAB/SBS

2-KansaS City (62-7797) (MXNUTEMEN) (RM)
(1-100- ) (BOB BE HIGH)

1 l(INV) (#43)
105-0112 (national RENAISSANCE PARTY) (#43)

I-HY 62-12699 ($M)
1-NY 157-1449 r(#43) X, o-
1-NY 157-1339 7 (#43)/Q J &//^
EFH^al Block Stamp

(7) r _ -
SEARCHED -INDEXED



Date received

Method of delivery (

aOHCEAI#}

L—J in person CZDby telephone 1 1 by mail I 1 orally I I recording device dl written by Informant

X &
If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:,*

Date

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant

Brief description of activity or material

Date of Report

11/21/67
Date(s) of activity

Remarks:

Ho farther action necessary.

&*mmm city (62~7t9f) (immmmn (mi)
. ) {BG3 m Hja-H)

X-l lW Mjj) '

100« (vv%3)
(p>w 105-6112 Imm imkxssmc®) (#43)

nmm>pm.mn &Ms.n\

1*»W 13T-1839

(T)

(#43)

/otr-'b/ZO'-
Block Stamp

INPIFXFD

AL L\JNFORMATI01 COHTAIHED

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
_ .

DATE 04r21-2011 BY 60324 UCBAN/SAB/SBS



Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-306 (3-21-58)

1 • ,

20; SAC, miBAB CITY iOA*
FPiOIl: SAC, mw YORK BATE: 'Za/SB/gf
SUBJECT: immwmi

Date received ReceiveTlrom (name’oT symbol number)
|
Received by

11/16/67| (RELIABLE, CONCEAL)
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks) ,

„II3in person I Iby telephone I I by mail 1— 1 orally I I recording device I 2-j written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:,.

Date

Date of Report

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant

Brief description of activity or material

Remarks:

File where original is located if not attached

No further action necessary.

2-&ansas City (62^7797) (immnmi) CRM)
h-inn- ) (BOB BE HIGH)

'
’

•

l{ I(mv) (#43

)

um 105-6112 (HAfflOHAL OTAISSAHCE EAOT) (#43)
J.-HY 6P-tp£qq

_

t£tta\

1-NY I57-2B39
1 |[#43) /

mjtm /
(6)

Block Stamp

SEARCHED

J^UZEEU^

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNC LAS S IFIED '

DATE' 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBAN/SAB/SBS





Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-306 (Rev. 6-2-67)

# ILL DIFjfcTIOI C 0HTAI1ED

HEREIN ^PjNCLASSIFIED
BATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBAU/SAB/SBS

Date received Received from (name or symbol number)

Date prepared

Received by

1/4/68

-
.

9/5/6? I (Reliable . Conceal ) SA
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

in person CZD by telephone dH by mail [ZD orally [ZD recording device ZZ written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agents I Date of Report

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant

Brief description of activity or material

Remarks;

|

Da t e(s) of activ^ty^

File where original is located if not attached

Index (FNU)

Index

Inde

in NRP copy,

j in NRP copy,

in NRP copy.

Index DONALD SWAN, aka (FNU) SWAN in NRP copy.

All information in report disseminated by airtel and
LHM to Bureau and pertinent offices.

No further action necessary.

(INV) (43)
NY 105-6129 (JAMES MADOLE) (1+3)

NY 10 5-19214 ( GRACE MADOLE )

(

4^ )

NY 157-1557
NY 15741284
NY 157-1699
NY 157*1441 TC0T7IS MOi

NY 157-966 [ZdZ^
NY 157-1449
NY 157-1668
NY 157-13 TffNFTTOT
NY 105-6112 (NRP) (43)

EFU : gam
(12)#^n

1(43)

j(43)
to) (43p
1143)

Block Stamp

SEARCHED 'f^XED

SERIALIZED





Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-306 (3-21-58)

Date received Received from (name or symbol number)

11/21/67 I - R (PROB
Method of delivery (che<

in person I I by telephone I I by mail I I orally I I recording device I Y1 written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agents Date of Report

Exhibit
Date(s) of activity

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant

Brief description of activity or material

Nat*! Renaissance Party (NRP) leaflets :(1) "Are
Current

You Rugged Enough? (2) "Quo Vadis America? 11

( 3 ) File where original is located if not attached

'Has Your Mother Been Raped Yet?" (4) "Smash The 105-6112-IB56 ( 1 ) thru (4)

Remarks.
Wave or Biacit Terrorism".

Contact with source has been insufficient to
determine his reliability.

JDB:rmp
(
2

)

(INV)(43)
(NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

ALL INFORMATION C 01TAI1ED

HERE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED '

.

DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBATT/SAB /SBS

Block Stamp



' "
' ***.o*iMum i\eport or Materiel

FD-306 (3-21-58) . ,

DATE: 1/10/68
Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

1 iReliable-Conceal) at
and

Method of deliver/ (chtjuii upprspriat<b blocks)
^

t===ltn PerSOn 1=1 ty ,elePhone O by mail. OoraUy • recording device written by Informant,

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:. loat^f R^-*

Dictated

Transcribed _

Authenticated
by Informant _

Date of Report

Exhibil
Date(s) of activity

Brief description of activity or material

bv Leaflet being distributed

facrBSi
lOTast bYth^Street^MYC^

” t0 ^ h<5ld &t PS l69>
75^ u n6t

Remarks:
__ny 105-6112-1:1355 rA^

EFU : rmp
(
2

)

(OT)(43 )

(NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY)

(

43 )

ML INFORMATION CONTAINED

HERE II 15 UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBAU/SAB/SBS Block Stamp

SEARCHED

SERIAL®
,

F£J—j^ypRK



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
SOI 0-1 04-01

UNITED STATES * GOVERNMENT
, ;; « \

,

Memorandum
TO

:
: ;

-
: sag^, lisiir yobic tio£-6iiP)

'

FROM - :

:

sa |

date: / - l/l5/687

V' 1

he
hlC

subject:
, MTI-OHA'L iSSimiSSAl’TCE\PABPY

. i:-;. ;
‘

'’ii'-, .
’

-
. ,

-
1

,
^ ' - ;* :

i • Yi . . i
’ ’

j

-

;
- --- - - bin

I reliable ari:;th©^p'as1j,,/,t8lephonical3-y ’Ad.vis‘ea; .
,

* i^OEE,'- - JJJUP- L^dear^was tejd' >ei^ss'iQrii(to^holtt 'this- ;•

V t :t' ,

v
'

''by ‘Soho^X^Authbrjt^i^^'li^.iialjteBt.^oeivea 1/13/&8 * :
;Xh.e HRPr -v '"X

• i'
'

~ / v will : diia^rAb-iite; XpafXebs
'

3£'.t% Yorfcvi-lXe. Sectionf of. ;H£&'pnX'-

•

_*<

'hr V ^ a/^.>^/30/§ 8 ,
^aqnjduncin.g bttia' itt'et.etipFgW'

/
*'.

>> Wb‘/V S' • \

.

: \ ' ‘ v*. :*<; further -a^vised/OEu above* date, that 5

til®; KHP > ,
; c

’
'

'

'

;-

v
v will ccun.ter*demon £t it?ate- agaitf^i.V^e-'-STpu^li. 'AgadnjSt Waa? aba*:' >. *; ,X; : .

i

. V
,•> •> ;

v-
'

*

?.•IfesciW itYAtP) 7 -•brb the'- . P-ia^a PfafceX: ir}>HYft. Ac^ding •'/

• - '[ .bbe 'YMF,wiXl
.

pi'c^e^:pEeS’iaon^''JoBn.oon'.
;

.«Q wiieh .tie, , . ,

• - /'.'> • •

,

.appears at. tiie ' PX'aza' Hotelv.-^he HEP will. be^u|jfere At, abop-t . , ., [.

‘K
f» u .V?rOO.vPj^"On -.aat© '>%& qraeb'.to''

:.pqbpteb-'dei4onab^^^^
. ,

'

; ; V

.5- • ALL; IHFOPJ&T-lbir. tpMTAIHEU
!

•„'<

•<
. DATE •p4-’2l!;-i5il'- tTCMW/iAB/SBS. I'V;.?;.?. ... ,;/ •;

_ . r(Xn'v. )' (i.. ..

1- -jEtf 100- ,
- ^,:

:
;(yw) .(»•;• ;.•

.VA; n rxr'- Z n *1 -n \ V H 1

. O V x x. .



Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-306 (3-21-58) ^

Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

12/29/67 SA
Method of delivery (che

m in person by telephone by mail I I orally 1 I recording device l~Xl written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agents

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant

Brief description of activity or material

Date of Report

12/8/67
IDate(s) of activity

Meeting sponsored by National Renaissance Party,

Public School 169, East 87th St., NYC , 12/8/67 . |
File where original is located if not attached

Remarks:

Contact with source insufficient to
determine reliability.

1 - 157-1557
1 - 105-6129
A ~ 157-

J - 105-6112 (NRP]

JDB:rmp x/ .

(5)

\m

ALL INFORMATION C ONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBAU/SAB/SBS
Block Stamp

—-7p/sT'



NY 105-611?
'

12/3/67

-On Cec;. 8,.; 19.67
' MThe- N&t-ionui.Reriaissance'-*"' •

Party", /sponsored; a. public: meeting at P.S; 169 .^Located .

on E. 07th St. .‘between* Lexington -and Park: Avenues in .

Manhattan.;' • ; i/V ; ••

;

'

*;• ,

‘

\

-
. .

;

• % »y"
/; ,

/

-

’’Between-. eighty/and: eighty •- five
,
people..attended,

;

.and the meeting was orderly" except "for -a' slight.disturbance
"caused* byjtpur people" wearing .eye patches

/

- ::

• / 'JAMES WAGNER
.

gavel, a brief. description of the ‘

S ,E. ' section .of: the I N.R'.P . then introduced ’Mr / "Richard', :

Bayer" dr ' what . sounded !;like
:

.
"Bear"* as' pf'onoimded -hy > . . .

,

MR> V WAGNER

i

: rHO-; is . "the dsmamic’/hew speaker" ^announced in
’

‘

the, leaflet"which advertised ‘the* meeting, and .who was ",

described as. having a weeding. chin In a previous report .'/

.J
. .

/MR*
'
^ADOhE; Ispo&e •

'along the general iines/he . has ,

:pursued all along/ adding -nothing new or unknoym' as .regards'
•his political- ideasv, - ' ,*

-/A
r

'

'young;' lady/present- distributed copies of the
'".White Power" paper produced by ' the ‘American Nazi Party/’;-

1

/ . ;

{ MR,.:"HENRY. GEADjSTONE, wad"present’’. at': the: Meeting;

'

along 'with a Jewish friend' of. his.
;wfrp- is••'als6^a‘;;ll^I|toen

:pfithe:Peter Eector.,Brigade.' :

. / 4v /?./ / / • 'i

-
.

'
:v During-’ the' : Question and -

' answer period, a man whom-
MR> MADOLE identified; as- MR. 0*BRIAN injected the idea., ,;.‘

that
.

perhaps" MR. MAD.0EE gets his Money frOm. the^Gommunists;
Which ‘of course. MADOEE denied .

,• MR.' ^O’BRIEN .claimed. ,
to

be:- a member of-the
.

"respectable right"; and had. recently - /
been, a^guest .bn the Allen ,Burke Show-,. *

,,4
"

,

r
; - ; . - /

incident.*
-lhe{ meeting terminated at -10 PM without



Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-306 (3-21-58)

DATES 1/16/68

Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

12/1/67 (Reliable 9 conceal ) J
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

Jjv I in person I I by telephone I 1 by mail I I orally L_J recording device
^

I written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:,

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant

Brief description of activity or material

Info re NRP meetings in Newburgh, NY

schools

Date of Report

11/26/67
Date(s) of activity

11/26/67

File where original is located if not attached

Remarks:

No further action necessary.

1 (INV) (U.3)
l-NY 105-6129 (JAMES MA.D0LE) (ij.3)

^^NY 105-6112 (NRP) (4-3)

EFITseac
(3)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HERE 11$ 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBAN/SAB/SBE

Block Stamp

/t ZT-6//&-'



NY 105-6112.

November 26, 1967

National Renaissance Party .

-
..

,

.Special report on Public School Meetings
-

' B '* * *•
'

, * „ ?

’
1

'

.
. MADOLE received a telephone Sail from the Newburgh

News asking him if he plane any public meetings in the/ ••

Newburgh Schools such as the/one1 .that erupted in a haar- .

riot last s summer • MA.DQLE said, that he plans to hpld
several meetings here in New' York before- holding any
meetings- in Upstate. New

:York. v :
; ’ ' -

. ..



Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Molerial

FD-306 (3-21-58)

TO: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (157-447)
PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (62-12699)
SUBJECT: MINUTEMEN

IS - MISCELLANEOUS
Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

12/22/67 I I (Reliable-Conceal
method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

IX) in person i I by telephone 1 1 by mail 1 I orally 1 I recording device I written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agents

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant

Brief description of activity or material

Date of Report

12/8/67
Date(s) of activity

File where original is located if not attached

Remarks;

has been identified as I

No further action necessary.

(LNU)

2 - Philadelphia (157-447) (RM)
(1 - 157- 1 (HOY PRANKHOUSER)

1 ~ New York IINV) (43)
Q}- New York (105-bll2) (NRP ) f431
1 - New York (100-l6l837)l
1 - New York (43)

EPU:rmp
(6 )

(43)

Block Stamp

(SEARCHED :'Tn / tSEARCHED

SER'AU '
,

ALL INFORMATION C ONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBAW/SAB/SBS

TT A & I'-JUO



Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-306 (3-21-58)
.

** *

m9 9
' X

DATE: 1/21/68

Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

12/29/67 1 I (Relia
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

Din person I I by telephone 1 1 by mail CZU orally I I recording device I A.J written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agents

Date

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant

Brief description of activity or material

Information re consumers and taxpayers

Date of Report

12/19/6
Date(s) of activity

12/1967

File where original is located if not attached

Remarks:

No further action necessary.

157-16681 1(43)
105-6112 (NRP)(#^>
157-0-617 (CONSUMERS & TAXPAYERS) (43)

EEUsrmp
(4 )

Block Stamp

ALL IIJFORMATIOII C DHTAIHED

HERE IH IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBAW/SAB/SBS

SEARCHED . . ^mXED
SERIALIZED

tr

tr



;B6ce&fc>ei’ 19 s >1967,

Consumers aad T&^ayers v(c&D)
P*0, Box ;102\ '-• :-V
Brooklyn Ife^yaijki ,/i.’>

•"•'”..h
:

"r. : v -^Ltbis/rdatiei.. .-eight -pi^e^tcf- literature •
•

1

'frbmt QK%‘\j&v0 a^member^of: :tfra wrp.- The : •?
- \ .

.

.00' org^izat/iofl^ls :=run I formey / '\ s* -

'.,

^member of the ipd?*'>- irt Jbis>ia.terature a | I Va'V
includes"many" anti-deuish devices > along vlith ' anti-KNegro
-®ad‘

•

*
. ,{ :: ?

. ^ ;
/,.;*>*; ; * , >;

'

- .- T *:.' "• ..^kpst- of '.deal /v

'j^efta^.i-fpods - wlfh.vth^ designates. C r
•

. the :.fhod ;%sVk?ste ;that :it ;ls ' ;a phoriy jacket"vV
:desiigned

, tp;'i)^ke*geht^tie
.
purchasers .pa^lnpre $hr.*their .

‘ '

"

^,pod'.and, 'j&farjstia .^ews^^icher *,
'• •'

•;':, ->l.



b6
b7C
b7D



Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD̂ 36 (3-21 .58)

DATS: 1/25/68

Date received

10/24/67

Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

10/24/67 (reliable-conceal) SA
Method of deliver/ (check appropriate blocks)

njjj in person 1 I hy telephone I I by mail f I orally I 1 recording device 1}£3 written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:.,

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant

Brief description of activity or material

Date of Report

10/19/67
1 Date(s) of activity

File where original is located if not attached

Remarks:

The following are being indexed in the NRP copy:

Info previously furnished WO, Richmond and FNU
by airtel and LHM.

No further action needed.

1- 105-6129 (JAMES MADOLE)(43)
1 - 1 0^-1 QPlA (frRA (TR MAT)0T

J

R
j (4? )

1 - 157-1557 K43)
1 - 157-1284 [43)
1 - 157-1441 (louis MoSmcoiQ)(4^)
1 - 157-1669 I 1 (43 )

3s- 157-1834
f K^3)

v- 105-6112 TTOFTOS’)

All INFORMATI OM COHTAIHED “ 5

HERE IN IS DECLASSIFIED
DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBAW/SAB/SBS

Block Stamp

>^!^FU:msb
(9) C

SEARCHED jwfeypn
mm*





crjswa AdO0
l od3X I

October 2 9,' 1967

National Renaissance Party
|

literature distribution of. Oct « 28, 1967 • :

present
"

-

|

.
• . .

Jim Wagner -

John Ryan .

'
‘

.

i
« '

, . ..... 4 ; .

Louis Mostaccio '
{]'

~
”...

Dave Fenster - * - ~~ “ “ ' '
'•

•

Rudy Schweitzer ; ...... -

At 86th Street, beetween third Avenue And Lexington

Avenue, recruiting literature was given out. About 1500

prices were distributed. There were no incidents. The distrib-

ution lasted until 2:00p.m. It started at about 12 : 15 p «in.

7 I "

,
-

'

'

»

&

f
'



/ Coyer Sheet for Informant Report or Material

$ FD-306 (3-21-58)

DATE: 1/25/68

Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

12/19/67 ( reliable-conceal ) SA
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

GUO in person I I by telephone I 1 by mail I 1 orally I I recording device l_Xl written by Informant

b6
b7C
b7D

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agents

Date

Date of Report

12/7/67
Date(s) of activity

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Tnformnnt

-

*

Brief description of activity or material

NRP meeting, 12/7/67
12/7/67

*

File where original is located if not attached 1

[

Remarks;

NRP copy
(PHD bind (PHD) are being indexed to

No further action necessary.

b6
b7C

1 \

1
1.

1
1
1
1
1-
1

mi,
.

(43)

105-6129 \JMES MAD0LE)(43)
105-19214 (GRACE MADOLE) (43)
157-1557

'

157-1669
157-new
157-1620
157-1284
157-1441
157-1834

- 105-6112 (NRP) (43)

_.(43)
(43)

IC4-3)

££^EFU:msb
(11)

b6
b7C
b7D

7
ML INFORMATION CONTAINED

HERE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBAM/SAB/SBS



“HI
IptClXf t

December 7 , 1967

meeting - 12. 7. 67

present

James H. Madole

Mrs. Madole

Louis Mostaccio

Madole said that, the meeting on Dec. 8, in P. S..

169 , promises to be -a huge success. He said that there !

will be many long-time members attending, some of them

from as far- away as Virginia* Madole said that the

speeches are perfected. The speakers will be: Madole,

Madole said that will speak

at the next meeting if all goes well at the Dec. 8 meeting,

He said that allthough the uniforms will not

be ;*orn, all the members* on stage will wear white shirts,

black shoes and ties. Madole said he expects no trouble.

t.

t



Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

,
FD-306 (3-21-58) ^

DATE: 1/25/68

Date received

12/19/67

Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

l(reliable-eonceal) SA

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

1 in person I I hy telephone I 1 hy mail I 1 orally I I recording device QQ written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:,,

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant
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December 1967.

literature distribution - 12,2.67

place - 86 Street & Lexington Ave.

present - .

'

James H. Madole • :
‘'• t

'

Jim V/agner • - f*
- * *

I"?

Louis Moptaccio '

David Penster '

,

-

fnu Yunach

/ At about 12 p, m,', ithe NRP members started??.*

tofgive out invitations to the Dec. 8 public meeting

pf the NRP in P. S. 169# By the end of the distribution !

at 4:30 p. m. , over' 2900 "invitatipns were given out. V

The members present said that they were going to NRP/!='“•
headquarters. •• ;

During the time that the members were giving •

out the invitations,- Rudy Schweitzer , a former member

of the NRP was seen picking discarded invitations out *

of the litter baskets in the area. He did not say anything

to the NRP members.
!

uij*
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' DETAILS : ,
.

1

..

, A/characterization of the National Renaissance
Party (NRP) has been set forth in the appendix
of this report.

;

•

• I. ORGANIZATIONAL' STRUCTURE

A. Headquarters

,

(NY T-l, il/6/67 )

The National Headquarters of the NRP continues to be
maintained at 10 West 90th Street, New York, New York, which
address is also the residence of JAMES MADOLE, National
Director of the NRP.

(NY T-l, 1/25/68)

b7D ,B. Objective
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'-i

^

;
The objectives of the NRP continue to be the same as

those "set forth in the "Program of the NRP" as printed, and
distributed in October, 1965 . This program has as its announced
purpose the establishment of a "Racial Nationalist State" .-

According to the program, this wpuld be accomplished by calling
.
a constitutional convention to ratify the necessary amendments
to the United States Constitution in order to carry out the -

NRP program, which program calls for the establishment of a
strong centralized "Racial Nationalist State" on the North
American Continent. /' 1

This "Program of the NRP" contains the objectives
of the

1

NRP in connection with various aspects of Government,
such as a racial program, economic program, foreign policy
program, social program, and Governmental program.

; The anti-Negro and anti-Jewish nature of the NRP are
exemplified by the following portions of the Racial program,
as set forth in the " Program of the NRP"

.

!

;
1. Enact and rigidly enforce legislation to

i restrict the benefits of American citizenship
1 to mentally and genetically sound members of

the Caucasian race. •

.
~ /

. 2. Enact legislature to prohibit intermarriage
between whites and non-whites.

3 . The Jewish race, which constitutes the
motivating financial and intellectual backbone
of the left wing revolutionary activity in the
United States, as manifested in the so-called
"Negro civil rights movement", shall be deprived
by suitable legislation of their American citizenship
and shall henceforth be prohibited from holding any
professional, political or educational posts within
the Racial Nationalist State. The Jew constitutes
an alien virus in our national bloodstream and, as

i such, he must be purged from our cultural, economic
: and political life.

! 4. Enact legislation to hasten the repatriation
of American Negroes to the newly independent black
nations of the African Continent under the auspices

' and guidance of black nationalist leadership in
the United States.
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ft

5. The establishment of a selective immigration
1

. policy whose primary: purpose is to attract the best

j

European racial stock to the North American
’

> jj Continent in order to utilize their vast energy and
«

K
’ talent in the task of creating a dynamic, expanding

; White Empire capable of withstanding the encroach-
ments of the primitive, colored world led by the
Oriental colossus. Red China.

!

. .
(NY T-l, 1/25/68) ,

C. Officers
. . ,

•-•. -

s

'

I A leaflet distributed to announce a Mass Rally for
the Restoration of "White Power" in the United States, sponsored
by the NRP listed the speaker at the rally as: JAMES H.

MADOLE, Leader of NRP.

(NY T-6., II/30/67)

|

JAMES MAJDOLE, Founder of the NRP, continues to serve
as National Director and | ~l

There are no other officers and the NRP remains
completely controlled and dominated by JAMES MADOLE.

(NY T-l, 1/25/68)

>6
‘i b 7 C

D. Security Echelon

The Security Echelon (SE) continues to function as
a select group within the NRP. It has as its main purpose
+.v><a nmf.Pff.i’nw pf* at NRP rallies and functions.

is|
|
in the SE and LOUIS MOSTACCIO is a

. tne se. There are nine SE members in the men* s

y non-existent.
Lieutenant in the

-
SET

division and the womppi a division is current:
The SE no longer uses
•of the SE.

as headquarters

(NY T-l, 1/25/68)

Jo 6

b7C

Et Membership
•**

! There are approximately 20 active members of the NRP.
MADOLE makes exaggerated claims of membership ranging as high
as 2,000 members. He refers to anyone who has ever corresponded
with him as a member.

(NY T-l, 1/25/68)

- 4 -
j
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II. LOCAL CHAPTERS

There are no local chapters of the NRP known to

exist outside New York City. '

, !
(NY T-l, 1/25/68)

III.' ACTIVITIES OP THE NRP
111 ’ r--- r

^
/

A. Status of the NRP <

— «, . ... . —- . — - . — — -» t - *

; The NRP holds regularly scheduled Thursday night

\ meetings' at its headquarters, 10 West 90"kh Street, New York
!

' City, and Sunday afternoon and evening socials at the same

i location. •

(NY T-l, 1/25/68).

B. Meetings Held „
•

-

During the period June 23 , 1967a to December 12, 1967a
the NRP held 23 meetings and social gatherings at 10 West 90th
Street, New York ‘City.

(NY T-l, 6/26/67 - 12/19/67 )

C. Public Gatherings, Demonstrations
and Literature Distributions

An article dated July 19a 1967a appearing in the
"Times Herald Record", Middletown, New York, stated that Mayor
JOSEPH X. MULLEN, asked the Orange County Supervisors to prevent
the National Renaissance Party frcn meeting in Newburgh on July 29,

1967. The city council of Newburgh backed Mayor MULLIN

.

The "Times Herald Record", Middletown, New York,
dated July 25, 1967, in an article entitled "Newburgh Bars
Rally by NRP, Cites Fire Laws" stated that the City of Newburgh
barred the NRP from holding a rally at the Orange County Court
House. NRP National Director JAMES H. MADOLE of New York said,

"We’ll meet on the courthouse steps or lawns if necessary".

"The Evening News", Newburgh, New York, on July 31

a

1967, contained an article entitled "Racist Speakers Taunted
During Boisterous Rally" . The article stated that JAMES H.

MADOLE and ROBERT BURROS, a member of the NRP, were the only
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speakers. There were 26 Negroes in the audience of 40 people.
Within 10 minutes the audience dwindled to three Negroes and
nine whites. MADOLE claimed the white race, is menaced by a
colored revolution throughout the world led by 740 million
Chinese. MADOLE told the Negroes* "You need a black national
community but it doesn’t come about by burning cities."

v
The

meeting lasted for an hour and forty minutes.-

- -
.
The NRP will hand out leaflets on September 11*’

1967 * vicinity of City Hall* New York City. These
leaflets are anti-Negro and bear the caption "Has Your Mother
Been Raped Yet?" ’

- ,

o

•

.
(NY T-l*

' 9/10/67)
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V’

b7D

I (NY T-l, 11/16/67)

I . Outside Carnegie Hall on November 7> 1967* where
1 the 50th Anniversary of American Soviet Friendship was being

|

held, a group of ten pickets from the National Renaissance
! Party were observed. They carried such signs as "Marx is a

j Jew" , "Jews Control the United States", "United States Only
for Whites" .

'
.

:

' „ *

(NY T-3j 11/8/67)

JAMES MADOLE, NRP leader, has announced he will
demand the arrest of any individuals who attempt to disrupt
the White Power Rally sponsored by the .NRP on December 8 , 1967,
at PS 169 , New York City.

(NY T-5* 12/7/67)
‘

On December 8, 1967* the NRP sponsored a public
meeting at PS 169 located on East 87th Street between
Lexington and Park Avenue in Manhattan, New York City.

Between 80 and 85 people attended and the meeting
was orderly except for a slight disturbance caused by four
people wearing eye patches.

JAMES WAGNER gave a brief description of the Security
Echelon Section of the NRP. A young lady present distributed •

copies of the "White Power" paper.

The meeting terminated at 10:00 PM without incident.

(NY T-2, 12/29/67)

D. Forthcoming Activity ' ;

MADOLE received a telephone call from the Newburgh,
'

New York News asking him if he plans any public meetings in the
Newburgh Schools such as the one that erupted in near riot labt
summer. MADOLE said that he plans several meetings here in New
York before holding any meetings in.Upstate New York.

(NY T-l, 12/1/67)

- 8
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' ‘ IV. " FINANCES •
. /

* The NRP continues to exist on contributions received
by JAMES H. MADOLE. Many of these- contributions are of small
amounts. The organization also raises some funds by selling
pamphlets and the NRP Bulletins ~at meetings and rallies.

.

V. PUBLICATIONS . AND LITERATURE

1 An 8§ by 10 inch leaflet announcing a Mass Rally for
the Restoration of ;

M¥hite Power” in the United States on
I December 8, 1967a at Public School 169 * 113 East 87th Street

,

\ New York City, was received. Some of the items to be discussed
i on December 8 , 1967a were depraved American politicians catering

j
to racial minority voting blocs, the enormous tax burden, the

,
NRP’ s opposition to the endless "No Win" brushfire wars on the

' Asian Continent. - _
'

'

*
/ (NY T-6, II/3O/67 ) V

,

~
"Quo Vadid America" is an 8|- by 13 inch leaflet bearing

the name of the NRP. It is a discussion of the United States
"catastrophic diplomatic and military support of the Jewish
aggression in the Middle East" . The leaflet goes on to state
"Our continuous suicidal support of the Jewish cause in Palestine
has brought about the complete loss of our political influence
among 400 million people of the Islamic Faith."

;

The leaflet advises that the -'.NRP Bulletin is available
at. a cost of $3*00 per 12 issues by mailing an attached coupon
to the NRP, Post Office Box 10, New York, New York.

i
(NY T-2, 11/21/67)

The NRP Bulletin never comes out on schedule. 'At
times it is delayed until members contribute the money to pay
the printer.

.

(NY T-l, 1/25/68)

VI. AFFILIATION WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS X

In the near future, several right: wing groups will
meet in Alexandria, Virginia. JAMES MADOLE, leader of the NRP
will attend. The purpose is to discuss a reorganization of the
right wing. According to MADOLE, representatives of the ANP, WPA,

- 9 -
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'

•>-:

the MRP, the United Klans of America (UKA) , and possibly the
John Birch Society will attend. Another purpose of the meeting,
according to MADOLE is to discuss a counter-demonstration by
right wing groups in Washington, D. C., on October 21, 1967 *

'
' (NY T-l, 9/10/67)

‘

A characterization of the UKA is included
'I

' in the appendix of this report. •;

The NRP and the WPA plan to demonstrate at the-
Pentagon, Washington, D. C., on October 21, 1967 *

'

;

' * (NY T-l, 9/22/67)
;

<

'

Characterizations of the ANP, WPA are included
! in the appendix of this report.

j

The NRP, group of nine, arrived at the WPA Headquarters
in Alexandria, Virginia, on October 21, 1967 . They arrived
in a rented station wagon and were dressed in storm trooper
uniforms with black boots. They went over to the Pentagon
Building in Arlington and may have -gone to the Lincoln Memorial
to counter-picket against the anti-Viet Nam demonstrations.

|

(NY T-4, 10/23/67)

At least three Minutemen are members of the NRP it
was learned at an NRP social gathering on November 19, 1967*

,

’ v

(NY T-2, 11/21/67)

The NRP had obtained permission from the New York City
Board of Education to hold an open rally at Public School 169 ,

‘

113 East 87th Street, New York, New York, on December 8, 1967 *

commencing at 7:00 PM. *

!

'

JAMES MADOLE, National Director of the NRP has
indicated that some members of the National Socialist White
Peoples Party (NSWPP), also known as the ANP, would try to come
to New York City from - Arlington, Virginia, in order to attend
this rally.

10
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I
|
a member of the White Party of

America (wPA) would come from Alexandria, Virginia, in order
to attend this rally.
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APPENDIX

' 1 .

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (NRP)

' On July 20, 1967, a source advised that the
National Renaissance Party .(NRP) was founded in 1949, by
JAMES H. MADOLE, who continues to serve as its National
Director and is in complete control of the NRP.

The source further stated that the NRP has/ its
headquarters in the residence of JAMES H. MADOLE at 10
West 90

(
th Street, New York, New York. Weekly - meetings

are held at this location on Thursday evenings.

: .
The source described the NRP as an anti-Negro,

anti-Semitic and neo-Fascist organization.

i This source stated on July 28, 1966, that
JAMES H. MADOLE ^ as of October, 1965, distributed a printed
"program of the MRP" , . which program had as its announced
purpose the establishment of a "Racial Nationalist State".
According to the program, this would be accomplished by
calling a Constitutional Convention to ratify the necessary
amendments to the United States Constitution in order to
carry out the NRP program ‘for the 'establishment bf & '•

.

"Racial! Nationalist State"-

.

This source further advised that as of July 28,
1966, this "program of the MRP" remains in effect and- that
the anti-Negro and anti-Semitic nature of the NRP is
exemplified by the following excerpts from this program:

1. Enact and rigidly enforce legislation
to restrict the benefits of American
citizenship to mentally and genetically
sound members of the Caucasian race.

Enact' legislation to prohibit intermarriage
between white and non-whites

.

- 12 -

2 .
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appendix (continued)

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY (CONTINUE!)) '
'

'

•
.

'

'
i

‘

• " / '

•

• 3. The .Jewish race shall be deprived by
suitable legislation of their American
citizenship '“and shall henceforth be
prohibited from holding any professional,
political or educational posts within the
Racial Nationalist State. The Jew
constitutes an alien virus in our national

j

bloodstream and, as such, he must be ^purged
I from our cultural, economic, and political
'•

‘ life.

^ 4. Enact legislation to hasterf the repatriation
, of American Negroes to the newly independent

black nations on the African continent
under the auspices and guidance of black

t
nationalist leadership in the United States.

5 . The establishment of a selective immigration
policy whose primary purpose is to attract
the best European racial stock to the North
American Continent in order to utilize their
vast energy and talent in the task of
creating a dynamic, expanding White Empire
capable of withstanding the encroachments
of the primitive, colored world led by the
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APPENDIX

^NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLE’S PARTY,
(Also Known As The American Nazi Party,

I
American Nazis, the World. Union of Free 1

’Enterprise National Socialists,
the George Lincoln Rockwell Party __

On September 8, 1967, a source, who has furnished

reliable information in the past, advised that the American

Nazi Party - World Union of Free Enterprise National Socialists.

(ANP - WUFENS) was organized by GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL at

Arlington, Virginia, on February 26, 1956. It was based upon

c the concept of an International ’’National Socialist" movement,

as espoused by the German Nazi Party, which was headed by
^

ADOLF HITLER. The ANP - WUFENS supports and follows the line

of hatred against Negroes, Jews, and Communists, through
^

speeches, published literature, demonstrations and publicity-

seeking devices for the purpose of seeking a legitimate

dominant political party within the -United States and m
foreign countries. •

.

•

’’The Richmond News Leader" issue dated April 1963,

published daily at Richmond, Virginia, stated that this organiza-

tion is chartered in the State of Virginia as "The 'George

Lincoln Rockwell Party" and that the Virginia Assembly
prohibits the use of "Nazi" or "National Socialism’ m a

Virginia-chartered organization. As of' January 1, 1967, the

official name of this organization was changed to "National

Socialist White People’s Party", according to Commander ROCKWELL.

-
' On August 25, 1967, GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL was

assassinated in Arlington, Virginia, near the ANP Headquarters

Building. The August 28, 1967, issue of the "Northern Virginia

Sun", a daily newspaper published at Arlington, Virginia,

stated that MATTHIAS KOEHL
, .

Jr .

,

took command of the Party. ... _.

after ROCKWELL’S assassination. •
•
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• 1^
‘

“ -

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP)

On November 26, 1957, a source advised that the United
White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention held in Knoxville.
Tennessee, on November 10, 1957. An article in the November 26,

1957, issue of the "Greenville Piedmont", a newspaper of Green-
’ ville. South Carolina reported "the recent formation of a new
.political party, to be known as the United White Party."
According to the article, the party was formed at a recently held
meeting in • Knoxville

,
Tennessee, at which many klansmen were

represented. The UWP was reported as being opposed to all
. "race mixing organizations and individuals."

The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt", self-
described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of the
National States Rights Party" (NSRP), reported that rank and
file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP . under "the banner
of the National States Rights Party", with national offices
at Ppst Office Box 261, Jeffersonville, Indiana. .

In November, 1958, a source advised that NSRP is
composed of past members of the Klan-type organizations and
notorious anti-Semites.

Issue No. 19, dated June, 1960, of "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had been
changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office Box 783,
Birmingham, Alabama.

Issue No. 69, dated July, 1965, of "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the new headquarters of the NSRP as

Post Office Box 184, Augusta, Georgia.

On August 4, 1965, a source advised that EDWARD R,

FIELDS , the Information Director of the NSRP and' Editor of
"The Thunderbolt" , is the individual who actually controls the

NSRP.

Issue No. 72, dated November, 1965, of "The . Thunderbolt’
reflects Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS to be National Director of the
NSRP as well as Editor of "The Thunderbolt"

.

"The Thunderbolt" continues ter publish articles
-attacking Negroes and persons of the Jewish faith.

- 15 -
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UNITES KLANS OP AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OP THE KTJ KLUX KLAN

- . >

Records of Superior Court of Pulton County,
Georgia, reflect that this Klan organization was granted
a corporate charter on February 21, 1961 , at Atlanta,
Georgia, under the name United Klans, Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan' of America, Inc.

1 / -

A source advised on February 27/1961, that
United Klans was formed as a result, of a split in U. S.

Klans, Knights of the. Ku Klux Klan, Inc. According to
the source, the split resulted fi’om a leadership dispute
and United Klans has the same aiiis and objectives as the
parent group. These are the promotion of Americanism,
white supremacy, and segregation of the races.

! S

;

The first source and £ second source advised
in July, 1961, that United Kianfc, Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan of America, Inc., merged with Alabama Knights, Knights
of the Ku Klux Klan. The merged organization established
headquarters in Suite 401, the i-Iston Building, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama. (The organization is directed by ROBERT SHELTON,
-Imperial Wizard, and is the dominant Klan group in the
South, with units in several Southern states.)

I
Second source advised t;at at a meeting at

Prattville, Alabama, on October 2i, 1961 , the U. S. Klans,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, merged with the United Klans
of America, Inc., Knights of the Ki. Klux Klan.

Third source advised on August 4, 1965 , that the
United Klans of America, Inc., Knigfrs of the Ku Klux Klan,
is currently an active organization, with Klaverns in
several Southern states. This source said that ROBERT M.
SHELTON is the Imperial Wizard of this organization, and
was last elected to this position on September 5* 1964,
at a National Klonvocation in Birmingham, Alabama. Source
said that the activity of the United Klans of America is
increasing and that the national office remains in Suite
401, Alston Building, Tuscaloosa, Alasama.
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WHITE PARTY OF AMERICA .

1

On September 16, 1965, KARL ROGERS ALLEN, Jrs ,

who identified himself as the leader- of the White Party
of America (WPA) , advised that he , along with several
other former members of the American Nazi Party (ANP) , formed
the WPA during the early part of 1964, in order to advance
the cause of the white man in the United States and eventually
throughout the world.

|
This organization was officially launched on

April 11, 1964, when it sponsored picketing in Washington,
D.C., Richmond, Virginia, and Baltimore , Maryland, in
opposition to civil rights legislation and civil rights
^demonstrations . -Its national headquarters was transferred
from 1216 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.'C,, to
1019 King Street, Alexandria, Virginia, on April 1, 1965.

: It was initially the aim of the WPA to sponsor
picketings and demonstrations where it was believed such
would be of value and to publicize its program through
pamphlets and similar media. The WPA has been inactive due

to a lack Of funds and its only publications to date have
been the April and May, 1964, issues of its official
publications, "The White Letter.”

'He added that the WPA is still in the formative
stage but it . will .uphold the Constitution of the United .States

and will always act within the limits of the law. He noted
that th!e WPA will serve as a "home for people who want to

preserve the white race" and cannot find a home for them-

selves !in either of the major political parties' in the
United States.

. .

i

! The American Nazi Party is '

i characterized separately . .

con: IAL
j
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201 East 69th Street •
'

.

'

New York, New York ,1002.1

March 7 5 .1968 ,
•

Miss Sylvia Freund, ’
,/

‘

;
- •

' ^

3339 Hull :Avenue
f

:

' V .

Brohx- 67 , New York
,

• \ ; ,
* '

.
-

'

* ..

•

Deair- Miss Freund : . ,
. ,

,

, I. wish to acknowledge receipt of your letter
of March 5, 1968 ' arid enclosure.- '

. .

•

’

'T - .......
'

.* i.Your interest in furnishing this
,

jnatefial to
us is indeed appreei^ted

'

7 , ,
;-

4;
• .

Very truly ; yours-5

, /:

ALL' IHFORMATIOfl COHTAIHED
,

'HeS^EIN -15 UKFCLASSIFlfiD'/'
v

-DATE 04-21-2011* BY '60324 UCBATff/SAB./S.BS
: - JOHN F. MALONE ;

'

,

.. Assistant 'Director in Charge

r':l% New York

MR: ego „ _

jf

• m'

i>e-3rcT?-3d





Address Birth Date Birthplace Race Sex
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J I Female

Exact Spelling

* ]a11 References :
I" I Main Subversive Case Files Only H
I 1 Subversive References Only H

jMain Criminal Case Files Only

H Criminal References Only

1 Restrict to Locality of

J Main Subversive (If no Main, list all Subversive References)

]Main Criminal (If no Main, list all Criminal References)



119 West 78th Street

New York,N.Y.

March. 7, 1968

Mr. John Malone,

Director F.B.I.

201 East 69th Street

New York, N.Y.

Dear Mr .Malone

:

ftie attached leaflet was distributed in

front of the New York Coliseum (during the garden show-

of all ironiesl). I do not question the nght of at-
tribution -but I think it is obvious that this .organization

needs to be known about and kept in view.

Sincerely,

enc#

rA

ILL INFORMATION C OBTAINED

HERE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED •

DATE 04-21-2011 BY 60324 UCBAN/SAB/SES
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The first speaker when the meeting started
r

was SajcEs Wagner. This speach took place at about J

:

00pm.,

after the record of John Phillip Sousa’s marching music

was played. Wagner spoke mainly about the Security

Echilon. He said how good it was for all young white

- —



men to join the National Renaissance party and especially

the SE. He said that there is a case in court which

should enable the SE to wear their uniforms. Wagne’r was

also the chairman of the meeting.
i

*

'J

The second speaker, was Dick Bayer. He spoke of

the economic problems that the nation is faced with.

I

He said that the taxes are too high .and that they will

go higher if we do not get rid of the Jew controlled

politicians. He ended his speech by denouncing the Jew’s

as money] hungry;-; people who ‘make profits from the Viet-nam

war. He said that they do not want the war to end because

if it did, they would lose money.

j

During Bayer’s speech a girl heckler was

ejected from the meeting.. She came back into the hall

later irJ the evening. She did not cause a disturbance

at the time she returned. -
‘

The last speaker was Madole. He said that the

Negro is out to kill the white man and that therefore,

we should do the same to him. He said that it ofely

makes sense to kill your enemy. He said that the white

man built this, country and that it would crumple if the

running of it was left up to the colored and thet Jews*

After the speeches there was a question. Many

of the questions were planted and asked by members

.

At about 9:30pm, the meeting _came to an end.
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Decembers 5 » 1967

.literature- distribution - December 5> 1967

86 Street and Lexington Avenue - '
•,

present

Jim Wagner
’ “ •*

s'

" "
'

'

,

'

jfnu Weffzel -
; -

Louaus Mostaccio '
-

l^avid Fenster
. , .

.V,.!* ...

- At about 4:30 p. -mm. ,the four NRP members gave /

out invitations to the December 8, publio meeting of the

NRP in P. S.' 169. There were about 1,500 leaflets handed
t t 1 ”

out until 6"30 p,. m. Most of these leaflets were given

to' the returning working people who got off the subway

trains

«

After the distribution, the- members said that

they were going to headquarters)
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I

NY
1

157-1217

National Renaissance Party (NRP)
Open Rally, PS 169, il3 East
87th Street, NYC, 12/8/67

\

The NRP sponsored this rally for
of "White Power" in the United States and
rights" for white taxpayers. The meeting
approximately 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., and
approximately 60 people in attendance.

the i'QBtoration
to demand "civil
lasted from
there? were

JAMES WAGNER, NRP member, opened the meeting-
•He stated that all Negroes should be sent back to AfVfnn
and that all Jews should be deported to Israel

1

1

RICHARD BAYER, NRP member, was the second
speaker. He spoke about our nations economy ana thefactors that are causing the devaluation of the Ameriran

and'high a™?^ °f

JAMES MADOLE, NRP leader was the third sneak-er
He stated that if he was President of the United state? * he
would not let any Jews into this country under Immigration
quotas., Concerning the Jews already in this coUntrv hewould deport them to Israel and also deport the Negroes toAfrica

.

MADOLE further stated that if president- he would
do away with relief payments. There would be no need for
relief payments because he would require that atlVbodv on
relief would have to do some work in order to receive payments

„
MADOLE also discussed the Vietnam war, describing It

as -the "no-win war"-. He stated tha-t-most of thQ noli?i?ifnqand businessmen support the war only because thov are
deriving profits from the war. Actually, they would he
disappointed if our boys should win the war.



NY 157-1217

;
MADOLE also claimed that another reason why

we are not winning the war is because there are so many
Communists in high positions in the United States
government. He stated that until we get rid of the
Communists in government , we can never win the war.

! During the speeches there was a group of
approximately four Jewish people in the audience who
heckled MADOLE. When this group entered the meeting hall
they were all wearing black eye patches. When MADOLE
spoke these individuals held up signs about 12 by 15
inches in size and of different colors. When MADOLE

‘

mentioned "Whte Power", this group held up signs which
said Horsepower", "Green-jPower", "Orange Power".

This group also created a disturbance by rattling
newspapers and talking among themselves. At one point
MADOLE told them to either shut up or leave; When they
continued, MADOLE sent LOUIS MOSTACCIO, NRP member, to
summon police officers who were located inside the school
building. The leader said- something to this group, and
the group then left the hall. The group returned shortly but
allowed MADOLE to speak.

Wo arrests were made at this meeting. There
were approximately eleven members of the NRP present. None
of the NRP members wore uniforms.

i
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